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iAbstratThe most reent problem that wireless servie providers (SPs) faenowadays is related to the introdution of the new market rules i.e., �atrate priing poliies.While SPs have deployed additional infrastruturein order to provide higher data rates to inreasing numbers of ustomersthe �at rate priing poliies have lead to dereased pro�ts by the SPs.These �at rate revenue streams in ombination with rapidly growingosts assoiated with onventional aess deployment have resulted inwhat is usually referred to as the �revenue gap�. E�ient utilization ofradio resoures has beame the key enabler to satisfy both the servieprovider (the operator) and the users. This points out to the need forbetter radio resoure management (RRM). The hallenge is to designmehanisms that alloate resoures on a dynami basis (i.e., dynamispetrum aess (DSA) and management, power ontrol, ooperationenforement, et.) in order to either redue or lose the revenue gapwithout negatively impating users' performane. E�ient utilizationof radio resoures is one solution to this problem, as it would allowSPs to support high data rates while providing wide area overage atrelatively low ost.In this thesis, we study ompetitive games among revenue seekingSPs and the impat on their revenues and on the user' performane. Weanalyze the problem desribed above from two perspetives. First, wefous on a partiular system where limited available spetrum resouresare alloated among the SPs dynamially by a Spetrum Broker. Westudy the e�et of hannel heterogeneity (frequeny hannels that di�erin propagation onditions and interferene levels) on the performaneof the system in terms of spetrum utilization, SP's pro�t, and energyonsumption. In the seond part, we analyze several di�erent ompeti-tive network deployment games. We fous on a senario where wirelessnetworks (di�erent SPs) with limited available bandwidth ope withthe problem of how to maximize their network revenue. Nonoopera-tive games between users and SPs are investigated and an open wirelessaess market is introdued based on network deployment strategies.Based on the results of the studies that were performed, we observethat although there are onsiderable approahes (in literature) support-ing that ompetitive shemes are good strategies for load balaning, theoutput of our study re�ets that ompetition for spetrum resouresbased on users request (real-time alloation) leads to dead rae whenthe over load ase is onsidered. A negative impat in SPs' pro�ts isobserved and might thus not be the most e�etive solution if revenue-seeking SPs are onsidered. However, under the spei� assumptionsfor the analysis in Chapter 2, it has been shown that the spetrum uti-lization ould be substantially improved if the hannel heterogeneity is



ii taken into aount when devising spetrum aess shemes. Regard-ing deployment strategies, providing partially overlapping overage ina ompetitive fashion is an option for SPs to maximize their pro�ts.Results indiate that the fration of overage overlap a�ets both thequality of servie experiened by the users and the pro�tability of theaess providers. However, a suitable perent of overlapping servie ar-eas by the two networks may be bene�ial to all in the system. We analso infer that a prior analysis based on the strategies used by the oppo-nent SPs should be implemented by a newomer SP before entering thewireless market. When an inumbent plaes its network properly a-ording to the demand, it is less likely for an entrant to be self-sustainedin the market.
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Chapter 1Introdution1.1 BakgroundWide area mobile ommuniation systems were primarily designed to provide oste�ient wide area overage for users with moderate bandwidth demands. The highdemand for these servies, ombined with dereasing terminal pries and reason-able infrastruture investment requirements for operators reated a very suessfulevolution environment in the beginning of the 20th entury [2℄. However, this om-bination of fators is not longer true. The rapidly inreasing demand for high-speedwireless data servies has lead to bursts of high bandwidth demands from users inwide area wireless networks. Additionally with the large numbers of users, manyof whom want and use high speed servies, the total tra� load inreases whilerevenue has �attened out as shown in Figure 1.1.The lak of additional spetrum and the introdution of new market rules, i.e.,�at rate priing poliies, have prompted SPs to deploy additional infrastruture,i.e., more base stations (BSs), in order to provide higher data rates, whih in turnnegatively a�ets their pro�ts. The �at rate revenue streams in ombination withthe rapidly growing osts assoiated with onventional aess deployment is usuallyreferred to as the �revenue gap�, as shown in Figure 1.1. This rapid developmentof mobile broadband aess servies have vastly inreased the interest in wirelesssolutions whih ombine high-apaity with low-ost [3℄.E�ient utilization of radio resoures1, i.e., infrastruture, energy and spetrum,has always been a tool for servie providers to improve the performane of theirnetworks and lower their operational osts2. This problem has attrated researh1Generally referring to e�ieny of utilization of a radio hannel (i.e., hoosing the appropriatetime slot, frequeny band, dynami hannel alloation) and transmit power.2The operational osts inlude all of the annual osts of operating the network, inludingeletrial power, personnel, taxes, et. 3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONinterest in the last few years and new approahes have been introdued where re-soures are alloated dynamially (by means of Dynami Spetrum Aess (DSA)and management, power ontrol, ooperative enforement, et.) striving for betterRRM in order to redue the revenue gap.Su�ient availability of radio spetrum allows servie providers to redue theirinvestment osts [4, 5℄. Therefore, e�ient radio spetrum management plays animportant role in order to support high data rates while o�ering wide area overageat relatively low ost. Unfortunately, spetrum is not yet properly managed andthe implementation of DSA mehanisms require large investments in software, sig-naling, oordination, et, hene well devised network deployment strategies are animportant and interesting aspet of providing a pratial solution to the problemof the revenue gap.
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Figure 1.1: The Revenue Gap
Sharing resoures is a promising way to e�iently utilize radio resoures andhene lower network osts. In the following subsetion an overview of the bene�tsof radio resoure sharing is given.



1.1. BACKGROUND 51.1.1 Resoure SharingThe bene�ts that an be obtained by sharing network resoures are: ost-oriented(i.e., lower CAPEX3 and OPEX4), ustomer-oriented (i.e., higher apaity, moreoverage, end-user better quality of servie (QoS) in terms of ahievable through-put), regulatory reasons (i.e., satisfying liensing agreements), environmental ben-e�ts (i.e., redued number of sites, power onsumption), et.In this thesis we fous on the ost redution bene�t and onsider, spei�ally,two ways of sharing; infrastruture and spetrum sharing. The �rst method refersto the use of ommon networks or parts of networks, di�erent types of roaming [6℄,deployment based on di�erent tehnologies, o�oading to loal networks, sharing aommon geographi region, mutual servie provisioning (as a business model), andothers strategies [3℄. Spetrum sharing shemes, on the other hand, allow severaloperators to share frequeny arriers from a ommon pool [7℄. This enables themto serve on-demand tra� while minimizing their investment risks due to reduedCAPEX � sine the number of base station sites an be redued substantially [3℄.� Spetrum Sharing: Due to the urrent stati way of alloating the frequenyspetrum, the amount of identi�ed available resoure is not large su�ientto support large bandwidth alloations for many operators. Therefore, itis of paramount importane for future mobile ellular systems to share thefrequeny spetrum [8℄. Dynami mehanisms, aiming to put spetrum toits best use on a short-term time-sale, have been widely proposed in litera-ture [9�13℄. Suh models, tailored for future systems, are designed to allowsharing either on a ompetitive or ooperative fashion and in both temporaland spatial domains.Competitive spetrum sharing is usually done by servie providers who sharea blok of spetrum in a ompetitive fashion aiming to sel�shly maximizetheir individual utilities. In ooperative spetrum sharing, on the other hand,a group of wireless operators agree to share the available spetrum and to-gether maximize the system utility. An example of this is the seondaryspetrum aess model where the primary and seondary users (systems) ol-laborate and oordinate by agreeing on terms and onditions of sharing (i.e.,by establishing what frequenies, when to share, and pries).In thesis, we have partially studied ompetitive spetrum sharing; where SPsaesses the spetrum in a ompetitive fashion. It has been debated that om-3The CAPital EXpenditures represent expenses to upgrade the physial network or equipment.This type of outlay is made by servie providers to maintain or inrease the quality of theirnetworks and servies.4The Operating EXpenses represent ongoing osts for running the network, supporting busi-ness, and other osts required to keep the system operating.



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONpetitive spetrum aess5 puts frequeny spetrum to its best use. Alloatingspetrum lienses among several wireless SPs reates ompetitive senarios6and a rapidly growing wireless industry [20,21℄. It has been lear that ompe-tition drives SPs to partiipate in aution mehanisms to get ellular spetrumlienses, makes them willing to pay high pries in order to assure exlusivity7,and keeps new entrants out of the wireless market. This also allows the SPs toprovide higher data-rates without being fored to deploy more base stations.� Infrastruture Sharing: From an eonomi point of view and beause wirelessnetworks are often omposed of a mixture of radio aess tehnologies (RATs),infrastruture sharing is a possible ooperative alternative whih o�ers highspeed data aess in a ost e�ient manner [22℄. The starting point is usuallythe sharing of passive infrastruture i.e., towers, shelters, air onditioning andooling systems, AC and DC power supplies, and diesel generators. Sharingleased lines and mirowaves links also help optimize aess transmission8. Thesharing of network infrastruture presents eonomi options for overage andapaity growth for new entrants as well as network onsolidation throughost optimization and tehnology upgrades for inumbent operators [1, 23℄.Infrastruture sharing an be ategorized in three dimensions; business model,geographi model, and tehnology model, as presented in [1℄ and illustrated inTable 1.1.The business dimension fous on the parties involved and their ontratualrelationships. The seond dimension onsiders in the di�erent tehnologymodels. While the third dimension onsiders the operators' geographi mar-ket share, addressing their in overage area and if they overlap or share thisoverage area depending upon their business model and tehnology hoies.This thesis ontains some studies of the geographi model where we analyzethe behavior of the system under di�erent regimes; ranging from the full split5This type of ompetition is arried out among servie providers with the spetrum brokeras a mediator. Examples of similar approahes based on ompetitive spetrum alloation via aspetrum broker an be found in [14�17℄6This ompetition is at the level of the onsumer of wireless servies, �the end user� and itis bene�ial sine this reates opportunities for them to get better servies; spei�ally higherdata-rates at lower osts [18,19℄.7The SP ould potentially limit ompetition at the level of wireless users by purhasing ad-ditional spetrum that would otherwise go to an entrant (Newomer SP). This may representa danger by limiting dynami evolution of servie if ompetition with other SPs is neessary tospeed up buildout and development of new tehnologies [20℄.8The ase of UK operators, Orange and Vodafone [1℄.



1.1. BACKGROUND 7Table 1.1: The three dimensions of infrastruture sharing [1℄Dimensions SopeBusiness Model - Unilateral Servie Provisioning- Mutual Servie Provisioning- Joint Venture- 3rd Party Network ProviderTehnology Model - Site Sharing- Aess Transmission Sharing- Ative Radio Aess Networks (RAN) Sharing- 3G Multi-Operator Core Network- Roaming Based SharingGeographi Model - Full Split- Common Shared Region- Unilateral Shared Region- Full Sharingase through some ommon shared region until reahing the full sharing ase(see Chapter 3).The sharing of wireless infrastruture, however, raises the question of how re-soures and revenues should be divided when multiple subsystems, managedby potentially ompeting ators, are involved in delivering the aess servie.An alternative would be to share the infrastruture impliitly by establishingan open wireless aess market wherein networks not only ompete for userson a long-term time-sale, but also on a muh shorter time-base. This ouldbe realized with an arhiteture where autonomous trade-agents, that residein terminals and BSs, manage the resoures through negotiations [24�27℄. Inour studies we have used suh a sheme, whih is explained in detail later inSetion 3.3 of the thesis.In this thesis, we fous on ompetitive senarios and investigate their impaton SPs' revenue and users' performane. Approahes to dynami spetrum sharingand network deployment strategies have been studied in several partiular forms,spei�ally



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION� Aution Mehanisms have been tailored for alloating transmission rightson a short term basis in order to provide e�ient alloation of sare resoures.In our study, we �rst address spetrum aution as a ompetitive mehanismfor spetrum sharing. Sine their introdution in 1994, spetrum autionshave been remarkably suessful in assigning and priing spetrum. Assign-ing spetrum lienses to private for-pro�t ompanies throughout most of theworld, inluding developed and developing ountries, has led to the rapid de-velopment of wireless teleommuniations. Indeed, wireless ommuniationshas beome a fator in eonomi development [20, 28℄.� Nonooperative Approahes have been adopted to solve many protooldesign issues in wireless networks9. In a multi-user network, servies are pro-vided to multiple users in whih eah user is assumed to be rational enoughto ahieve their individual highest performane. Therefore, game theoretiformulations an be used, and a stable solution for the players an be ob-tained through equilibrium analysis [29℄. In a resoure management game,multiple players (i.e., users and network servie providers) are assumed toat rationally to ahieve their objetives. The solution to the game an beobtained by maximizing the network servie providers' pro�ts while satisfyingthe users [30℄.1.2 Problem FormulationIn most systems for wireless ommuniations, e�ient utilization of sare resoures(i.e., frequeny spetrum, energy onsumption, et.) has beame the key enabler tosatisfy both the servie provider10, ( SP, the operator), and the users. A providerof wireless ommuniation servies wants e�ient utilization of the system sinethe provider derives more revenue by providing servies to more users. The userin turn wants a good quality-of-servie (QoS) at a reasonable ost [22℄. Although,new priing rules11 have been established in the wireless market, priing bene�ts tothe users, SPs have been a�eted negatively by a derease in their revenues. Thehallenge is to design mehanisms that alloate radio resoures e�iently aiming tolose the revenue gap without hurting users' performane.More e�ient utilization of existing resoures and low ost deployment are keysolutions investigated in this thesis in the form of ompetitive games:1. Open Spetrum sharing aims to investigate how this paradigm a�ets theutilization of available frequeny spetrum resoures as well as the impat9These methods are mostly known and proposed as game theoreti approahes. In our spei�ase, the game theoreti analysis has been arried out via mean of simulation and the Nashequilibrium point has been alulated only for some sample senarios.10Providing higher revenues whih ompensates the osts of servie provisioning.11Referring to the �at rate priing



1.2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 9of this spetrum sharing on SPs' utility12 and users' performane. In thissetion, we address the following researh question.� How the propagation onditions in the frequeny hannels13 may impatthe performane of the system in terms of energy expenditure whileproviding servies?We study a partiular system where limited available spetrum resoures arealloated among the SPs14 dynamially as short-term alloations, throughaution mehanisms via a Spetrum Broker.2. Network deployment strategies are sought that lower investment osts, in-reases SPs' pro�ts, and provides high user satisfation. Senarios with spa-tially heterogeneous user distribution are examined. We �rst onsider thease when users are uniformly distributed aross the servie area. Followingthis, the ase of highly populated areas with inreasing demand for wirelessservies, i.e.,�hot-spots�, is modeled onsidering this as a driving fore for en-trant SPs to deploy wireless aess networks in a duopoly market. It is worthymentioning that inumbent SPs are �always� able to deploy new base stations(BSs) - if this would yield higher pro�ts for them. We are interested in an-alyzing the ase when inumbent SPs are not willing to extend their servieo�ering areas by deploying more BSs. Studies addressing the onsequenes ofthis deision are presented. The following researh statements are studied.� How the servie provider's revenue is a�eted by the level of ompetition(whih is later referred to as the level of overlap) and the tra� loadvariations in the system? We also investigate whether the users' qualityof servie, QoS, available data rate, and ost per Megabyte is a�etedby these two parameters.� Whih priing strategy should the SPs implement in order to maximizetheir pro�ts in a ompetitive environment with a heterogeneous demandand under di�erent market shares?� Through simulation analysis we intend to investigate and establish, whetheror not, it is suitable for the Newomer SP to deploy a network in aduopoly market aording to the loation of an Inumbent SP, and if so,where it should be plaed.12One an also refer to servie providers' revenue.13This is also referred as hannel heterogeneity later in this thesis.14In this senario we have assumed that the servie providers o�er subsription-based serviesand that the users who have subsribed to a servie annot hange their subsription until theirontrat ends.



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.3 Overview of the Thesis ContributionsThe key ontributions of the thesis in eah of the hapters are summarized next,inluding previously published material on the researh ideas and obtained results.Chapter 2Chapter 2 fouses on ompetitive spetrum sharing for heterogeneous hannels15.This heterogeneity with regard to the frequeny hannels a�ets the pro�tabilityof the SPs due to the fat that the di�erene in hannel harateristis in�uenesthe energy expenditure required to serve the end user. Therefore, a sub-problem ofoptimizing the energy onsumption emerges. This sub-problem has been addressedin: � Paper 1: M. Terero, Pamela Gonzalez-Sanhez, Ömer Ileri, and Jens Zan-der �Distributed Dynami Spetrum Aess with Energy Constraint for Het-erogeneous Channels�, in proeedings of the �fth international onferene onCognitive Radio Oriented Wireless Networks and Communiations (Crown-Com), Cannes, Frane, June 2010.More spei�ally, Paper 1 studies a ompetitive sheme that an be used tooptimize spetrum utilization and power onsumption via optimally utilizing theheterogeneity of the hannels in a distributed manner. The paper de�nes the dif-ferent distributed spetrum aess algorithms used in our model and provides aomparative analysis with the referene mehanisms whih provide lower and up-per bounds in terms of spetrum utilization. Results obtained from the simulationof the methods that have been studied are presented.In this paper, all the authors ontributed in devising the problem formulation.The modeling, simulation, and writing proess were done by the author of thisthesis and Miurel Terero Vargas. Professor Jens Zander and Ömer Ileri providedvaluable insight regarding the diretion of the paper.Chapter 3Chapter 3 presents an analysis based on network deployment strategies under om-petitive settings. The e�et of ompetition and market shares on the SPs' prof-itability and on the users' performane has been studied for some spei� samplesenarios. We fous on the ase where wireless networks (with di�erent SPs) with15Channels are onsidered heterogeneous (di�erent) in terms of propagation harateristis,therefore, requiring di�erent transmission power levels.



1.3. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS 11limited available bandwidth ope with the problem of how to maximize their net-work revenues16. Nonooperative games between users and SPs are investigatedand an open wireless aess market is introdued based on the di�erent networkdeployment strategies. We �rst analyze the system performane in terms of servieprovider's revenue, users' quality of servie, QoS, available data rate, and ost perMegabyte, assuming that the user tra� is uniformly distributed aross the over-age area.An explanation and detailed results of this analysis are inluded in:� Paper 2: Pamela Gonzalez-Sanhez and Jens Zander. �Deployment Strate-gies in Competitive Wireless Aess Networks�, in proeedings of the �rstinternational Conferene on Advanes in Cognitive Radio (COCORA), Bu-dapest, Hungary, April 2011.[Best Paper Award℄Next, we onsider a more realisti situation where the user tra� is nonuniformlydistributed and the demand is diretly in�uened by the prie of the resoures. Weinvestigate demand-based revenue maximization in ompetitive network deploy-ment games. The ontribution in this ase is given by a demand-based priingstrategy as a tool for servie providers to maximize their revenues in a ompetitivewireless aess market. The desription of results and onlusion of this study isinluded in:� Paper 3: Pamela Gonzalez-Sanhez, Saltanat M. Khamit, and Jens Zander,�Competitive Priing with Demand Heterogeneity in Open Wireless AessMarkets�, in proeedings of the third International IEEE Congress on Ul-tra Modern Teleommuniations and Control Systems (ICUMT), Budapest,Hungary, Otober 2011.The last study on network deployment strategies in ompetitive senarios isbased on nonuniform tra� distributions. We onsider an open wireless aessmarket with an Inumbent SP and a Newomer SP. The objetive of both SPs is toattrat and retain users in order to maximize their pro�ts. A detailed explanationand results are inluded in:� Paper 4: Pamela Gonzalez-Sanhez and Jens Zander, �Competitive Aess-point Deployment in Mobile Broadband Systems�, in proeedings of the tenth16Here we analyze SP's pro�t rather than revenue. This shift in metri ours in the papers 3and 4.



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONSandinavian Workshop on Wireless Ad-ho Networks (ADHOC'11), Stok-holm, Sweden, May 2011.Paper 4 addresses the main problem that a Newomer SP faes when enteringthe wireless market, i.e., to determine a feasible loation for its BS (or aess-point,AP) in order to apture most of the population (ustomers) and thus be sustain-able in the market. We analyze whether or not it is pro�table for the NewomerSP to deploy its own network and if so, where the BSs should be plaed. This willbe formulated as a simple ompetitive network deployment strategy that providesinsight for real senarios and ontributes to improving future network deploymentmodels of revenue-seeking servie providers.Papers 2, 3, and 4, are results of researh disussions between the author of thisthesis and Professor Jens Zander. The modeling, simulation, and writing of thesepapers were performed by the author of this thesis. Professor Jens Zander providedvaluable insight and omments onerning the diretion of all the papers. SaltanatM. Khamit ontributed in the writing proess to Paper 3.1.4 Thesis OutlineThis thesis is organized in two parts. The �rst one, ontains the ontents fromChapters 2 through 4. Chapter 2 and 3 brie�y summarize the studies that havebeen performed, inluding a short related literature review highlighting the spei�researh areas we have onsidered.In Chapter 2, we motivate why ompetitive spetrum sharing has been onsid-ered in this researh. The spei� senario under investigation is also explained and�nally some results are introdued followed by a short disussion.Chapter 3 presents studies of network deployment strategies for revenue seek-ing servie providers under ompetitive settings. It ontains details of the basiassumptions we have onsidered, the resoure alloation mehanism that has beenused, the open wireless aess model, and three di�erent senarios that have beeninvestigated.Chapter 4 ontains onluding remarks and suggests some ideas for possiblefuture researh ideas. The seond part onsists of verbatim opies of all the papersinluded in this thesis.



Chapter 2Competitive Spetrum SharingThe urrently enfored spetrum management mehanisms for ellular networksmostly rely on stati alloation of frequeny hannels aross SPs. In this alloa-tion method an SP gets dediated usage rights for a spei� band for a long term.Suh stati alloation mehanisms guarantee interferene-free operation and exlu-sive rights to o�er mobile servies. Debates onerning higher �exibility for thespetrum lienses have beame more ommon of late and the neessity to makehanges in the regulatory sheme is beoming evident [31℄.Researh suggests that stati spetrum alloation methods are ine�ient interms of spetrum utilization for dynami tra�, espeially when the demandhanges drastially over the time [32℄. Therefore, dynami spetrum aess meha-nisms (DSA), suh as real-time alloations of spetrum, would be useful to balanedemand and supply. In this hapter we study dynami mehanisms in the spei�form of ompetitive frequeny spetrum sharing among wireless networks that o�ermobile servies based upon a subsription.2.1 Related LiteratureThe rapidly growing demand for wireless ommuniation servies and the tehno-logial development have reated a spetrum shortage. This apparent paradox isommonly referred as spetrum sarity. Several authors argue that spetrum perse is not sare - rather, it is ine�iently managed, in ways that restrit users'options to exploit this resoure e�iently [33℄. In light of this, there is a need formore e�ient use of available spetrum resoures. For this reason the developmentof new shemes for dynami spetrum sharing, aiming to avoid the ine�ieniesinherent in traditional liensing, have reently attrated signi�ant interest.Most of the earlier ontributions onerning DSA shemes onentrated on se-13



14 CHAPTER 2. COMPETITIVE SPECTRUM SHARINGnarios where the frequeny hannels are onsidered as idential resoures (i.e., ho-mogeneous hannels), sine all of the hannels are assumed to be equal in terms ofpropagation harateristis [14,34�36℄. In suh senarios, DSA mehanisms are of-ten implemented in the form of autions where the pries for the di�erent hannelsdo not di�er. In these autions the autioneer keeps inreasing the unit ost for thehannels until the total bandwidth demand is less than the total bandwidth supply.Only a few of the previous studies on DSA shemes [37�39℄ have onsidered het-erogeneous hannel settings, assuming that the hannels have the same bandwidthbut have di�erent propagation harateristis. Therefore, the users experiene dif-ferent transmission ranges, and thus di�erent frequenies are more or less suitablefor di�erent user loations. These studies fous on the desription of how hannelheterogeneity an be addressed in the ontext of DSA. However, these studies donot evaluate the e�et of energy ost on e�ient spetrum utilization.Khamit and Zander [40℄ proposed a ompetitive spetrum alloation mehanismfor wireless networks in whih heterogeneous overage was addressed. The authorsinvestigated whether or not it is pro�table for a small SP to deploy its own networkand to ompete against another SP who provides a wide servie area. A DSAmehanism was implemented but, the hannels were assumed to be homogeneoushannels.2.2 Why Spetrum Sharing?Measurements of the spetrum usage have demonstrated that with stati spetrumsharing1 this resoure is idle2 most of the time and that new tehniques for aessand sharing of the spetrum resoures are needed in order to inrease its utilization.Spetrum sharing tehniques allow SPs to e�etively get larger �hunks� of spe-trum (see Figure 2.1) and di�erent frequeny bands an be more e�iently utilized(trunking gains), thus enabling higher peak data rates to the end users.
Figure 2.1: Shemati representation of two di�erent methods for spetrum sharing.The hallenge that emerges in this ontext is to establish how to dynamiallyshare the spetrum so that interferene is minimized and spetrum is e�iently uti-lized, while SPs' revenues are maximized. This valuable resoure an be managed1This refers to the urrent way of spetrum management.2Spetrum not being utilized at any time and plae.



2.3. DISTRIBUTED SPECTRUM ACCESS WITH ENERGY CONSTRAINTFOR HETEROGENEOUS CHANNELS (PAPER 1) 15in two independent manners: as ooperative sharing where agreements between SPsmust be established and ompetitive sharing where a oordinator of the ompetitionmay be needed. In ompetitive sharing aess shemes all transations and strate-gies are ontrolled � thus fairness in revenue generation and users' performane anbe assured. In this Chapter, we investigate the later ase, i.e., ompetitive sharing.2.3 Distributed Spetrum Aess with Energy Constraintfor Heterogeneous Channels (Paper 1)In this setion we look at the senario where SPs share a pool of limited spe-trum resoures in a ompetitive manner. We analyze the behavior of the systemfor �overload� situation, onsidering a high (but manageable) load whih is greaterthan the available supply. Two main aspets are here onsidered; hannel hetero-geneity � whih implies energy onstraint � and we investigate the impat on thesystem performane.� Channel Heterogeneity: Channels are assumed to be heterogeneous basedon the fat that they are loated in widely separated frequeny bands andwould show di�erenes in transmission ranges meaning that they di�er inpropagation onditions and hene in inferene levels. Our aim is to identify,under ertain basi assumptions, how muh spetrum utilization an be in-reased by aounting for the heterogeneity of the frequeny hannels.� Energy-onstrainedWireless Networks: as widely known, resoure man-agement has always been a tool for SPs to improve the performane of theirnetworks. Consequently transmission power is an important resoure to bemanaged e�iently. Energy-onstrained wireless systems have been analyzedgiven the inreased awareness about the exessive energy onsumption of theommuniation systems3. It is likely that the energy onsumption will be-ome a major onern even for down-link transmissions in infrastruture sys-tems [41℄. Consequently, the propagation harateristis of available hannelsshould be onsidered in spetrum alloation deision-making. On light ofthis, we also analyze the e�et of energy-onstrained wireless networks on thesystem's performane under ompetitive settings.The basi ompetitive sharing senario under investigation is addressed in Figure2.2. We investigate the impat of frequeny hannels in di�erent bands, heterogene-ity, with di�erent spetrum pries and we also analyze di�erent Power ost requiredto provide the servie.3 We an observe how the �green radio� paradigm has reently beome a major onern.
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Figure 2.2: Wireless Network Struture - a ompetitive sharing senario.The SPs ompete against eah other in a dynami fashion in order to get somefrequeny hannels from the spetrum manager entity (introdued in the literatureas the Spetrum Broker [14, 16℄) and being able to serve their subsribed userswhile sel�shly try to maximize their revenues, network utility4. Users are assumedto have a �xed subsription and they have the option to onnet only to the SPthey belong to. We explore �hannel heterogeneity�, whih is a unique feature ofognitive radio networks, where hannels present di�erent harateristis [37℄.Two distributed DSA mehanisms whih take into aount the propagation har-ateristis and power requirements of di�erent hannels; Sequential and Conurrentspetrum aess have been studied. The objetive is to provide di�erent means ofpropagation-aware DSA mehanisms5, so that we might be able to understandwhih ompetitive shemes should be used to optimize spetrum utilization andpower onsumption as well as how the heterogeneity of the hannels should beoptimally utilized. Two regimes of interest are onsidered, the �rst one is whenthe transmission energy ost6 is low, potentially related to a wireless network withlarge overage area, and the seond one when transmitting represents high ostorresponding to a wireless network with a poor overage.We model the transmit power that a given servie provider r (SPr) requires toreah user i using the hannel j (frequeny fj), as stated in the following:P(r;i;j) = Co: (dr;i)� : (fj)2 ; (2.1)4In wireless systems network utility an be also referred to the throughput of the system.5Referring to mehanisms that take into aount the heterogeneity of the hannels whenmaking deisions regarding spetrum alloation. This allows to apply disriminatory priingstrategies.6This refers to the monetary ost of eah unit of energy required to transmit.



2.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 17where Co is a onstant omputed from the SNR threshold, noise power and thespeed of light, dr;i is the distane between the base station of the SPr and the useri. Note, the dependene of P(r;i;j) on the propagation harateristi of hannel jthat is being utilized and the user loation.An important outome from the aution proess is the SPs revenue that hasbeen introdued as the utility funtion, U(r;i;j), whih is used as a deision-takingelement by the SPs. Based on this the servie is provided to those users that showpositive utility7, (U(r;i;j) > 0), and is de�ned as follows:U(r;i;j) = xuser � Cost(j) �K:P(r;i;j); (2.2)here xuser is the �xed prie that eah user pays to the SP for the servie, Cost(j)is the hannel ost that keeps varying during the autioning phase (in monetaryunits) and K is the energy ost per session in monetary unit/power unit.2.4 Results and DisussionThe main �ndings of this study are illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 and an besummarized as follows: The results from onurrent sheme show that by autioningthe hannels based on their propagation onditions a onsiderable gain is provided interms of spetrum utilization. Considering a low value of energy ost8 is onsideredthe sequential and onurrent mehanisms present almost the same performane asthe Centralized in terms of hannel oupany, alloating the maximum possiblenumber of hannels. By assuming that the value of energy ost inreases9 a greaterdi�erene between sequential and onurrent shemes an be observed, showingthat the onurrent aess almost approahes the upper bound10.The maximum utility that a SP an pereive by serving a user is obtained from theCentralized mehanism � as it was expeted � sine the hannel prie is onsideredzero, see Fig.2.4. However, when the hannel prie is taken into aount in thedistributed mehanisms, sequential and the onurrent aess, the last one giveshigher utility. Furthermore, it an be observed that for low energy ost values anoverload situation leads to �death rae� between SPs. The hannel ost, Cost, andsubsequent to this fat the SP utility starts to derement radially after �ve users.7The users have QoS requirement in the form of reeived SNR threshold value. We also assumethat eah SP's base station employs power ontrol so that the transmit power at a given hannelis the minimum power su�ient for ahieving the required SNR value at the designated end user.8For the simulation analysis a low value of energy ost is modeled with K = 10.9High values of energy ost are represented with K = 1000.10Presenting almost the same performane as that obtained with a Centralized alloation.
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Figure 2.3: Channel Oupany as a funtion of the number of users in the System.
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Figure 2.4: Servie provider utility as a funtion of the number of users in theSystem.



2.5. SUMMARY 192.5 SummaryPaper 1Based on the simulation results, it an be onluded that the hannel heterogeneityproves to be an important fat to be taken into aount in order to improve thespetrum oupany. In terms of pro�tability for the SPs some other ooperationstrategies may be more e�ient leading to better pro�ts. There is an e�et, obvi-ously observed in aution mehanisms, that points to SPs willing to pay high priesfor spetrum lienses with the objetive to inrease their market share aiming tokeep entrants out of the wireless ompetition. To avoid this situation it has beenassumed that the SPs o�er subsribed servies and bidding for a frequeny hannelthat will not be used may only ause negative impat in their utilities.In energy-onstrained wireless network the SPs have to be aware of the powerexpenditure when hoosing the user� hannel pairs. The sequential aess meh-anism presents higher power onsumption per eah served user due to the fat thatall the hannels are autioned one by one onseutively and the SPs do not knowwhether or not the next hannel is better. Under this ondition, the onurrent a-ess sheme proves to be the better option for dynami spetrum aess. Extendedexplanation and results are presented in [42℄.





Chapter 3Network Deployment Strategies inOpen Wireless Aess MarketsThe rapid inrease of mobile internet tra� has put the spotlight on how the futurewireless broadband aess systems should be deployed and operated at signi�antlower osts per transmitted bit than today. Closing the �revenue gap� aused bythe �lethal� ombination of �at rate revenue streams and the rapidly growing ostsassoiated with onventional aess deployment is on top of the priority list of mostwireless mobile servie providers.

Figure 3.1: Servie providers - hoose their target areas and QoS o�eringsBased on the tehnologial development and business models, the trend in wire-less aess markets is pointing to a market with �plenty� of SPs utilizing numeroustehnologies and ompeting for users (see representation in Figure 3.1). Networkdeployment strategies that allow SPs ooperate and ompete at the same time whilemaximizing their pro�ts should be devised. On light of this, ompetitive sharing21



22 CHAPTER 3. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN OPENWIRELESS ACCESS MARKETSmehanisms (�oopetition�) � where ompeting SPs ooperate by hosen their targetservie areas trying to avoid omplete overlap with their ompetitor � are investi-gated in this Setion.The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows: Setion 3.1 ontains relatedliterature in order to speify the researh area onsidered in this hapter. Setion3.2 desribes the dynami resoure alloation mehanism applied in all the investi-gated senarios. In Setion 3.3 a ompetitive sharing mehanism that allows SPsto identify a suitable overage overlap among their network in order to maximizerevenues is investigated. Setion 3.4 addresses di�erent ompetitive games based onnetwork deployment strategies for pro�t maximization using a simulation approah.3.1 Related LiteratureThe traditional way of infrastruture deployment has been that every operator pro-vides his own aess system in all loations, i.e., ahieving �full� overage by himself.This has been possible in most mobile phone systems due to the relatively low ostsand high pro�t margins. As the inreasing data rates require a muh denser (andmore expensive) network of base stations, full overage is no longer an option tomost operators. Instead Infrastruture sharing, where providers share infrastru-ture in low user density areas is one possible alternative to o�er better overageand QoS in a ost e�ient manner [26, 43℄. The sharing of wireless infrastru-ture, however, raises the question of how resoures and revenues should be dividedwhen multiple subsystems, managed by potentially ompeting ators, are involvedin delivering the aess servie. An alternative would be to share the infrastrutureimpliitly by establishing an open wireless aess market wherein networks not onlyompete for users on a long-term time-sale, but also on a muh shorter time-base.This ould be realized with an arhiteture where autonomous trade-agents, thatreside in terminals and aess points (APs), manage the resoures through negoti-ations [24�27,44℄.In [24℄, the authors developed a framework for studying demand-responsivepriing in ontexts where aess points (APs) � with fully overlapping overage �ompete for users. They show that an open aess market results in better serviesat lower prie whih in the long term also yields more satis�ed ustomers omparedto a senario where APs ooperate. A market-based framework for deentralizedRRM in environments populated by multiple, possibly heterogeneous APs, was in-trodued in [26℄. The problem addressed for the user is to determine how muhresoures to purhase from di�erent APs in order to maximize its utility (�value formoney�).In ompetitive multi-user networks, servies are provided to users assumed to be



3.2. RESOURCE ALLOCATION MECHANISM 23rational, hoosing strategies in order to maximize their own utility. In suh a gameformulation of the resoure management problem, the system performane an beexpressed in terms of the Nash equilibrium, or solution of suh a game, when noneof the users an further improve their utility. [29, 30℄.3.2 Resoure Alloation MehanismIn this study we use a game theoreti approah and the proportionally fair divisi-ble aution mehanism introdued in [24, 26, 45�47℄. The resoures to be alloatedamong users is transmission time whih is divided via employing the aforementionedaution mehanism.In a proportional share fair alloation sheme eah user is haraterized by aparameter that expresses the relative amount of the resoure that it should reeive.Hereafter, the bid that the user submits to the BS is used to express the user's share.In this work a dynami system has been modeled in whih users are assumed todynamially join and leave the ompetition (game). Therefore, the portion of theresoure depends on both the number of users that enter the game and the levelof ompetition at di�erent times. This mehanism allows �exibility, sine the usersan deide when to join or leave the ompetition, and ensures fairness whih followsfrom the fat that the users always get a share of the resoure proportionally totheir bids (as expressed in Equation 3.1).

Figure 3.2: Representation of the aution proedure assoiated with a �le transfer.In this example trade-agent j initiates a �le transfer in aution 1.We model a �le download servie, spei�ally, the download time in a wirelessTDMA system withN sel�sh ompeting users andm BSs with overlapping overage



24 CHAPTER 3. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN OPENWIRELESS ACCESS MARKETSareas. The BSs are assumed to be idential in transmit power, system bandwidth,minimum reeived signal to noise ratio requirement, et. We assume that the re-soure is in�nitesimally divisible and that the ost assoiated with the �le transferdepends on the total time-duration and the monetary expenditure required for theomplete �le download. As it is shown in Figure 3.2, the transmission time is allo-ated in several autions.We implement a trade-agent-based model for the aution bidding proess.Thetrade-agents are entities loated in the BSs, who at sel�shly on behalf of theirusers. The main objetive of eah trade-agent is to maximize its user's utility (hereomputed as value for money). The portion of the transmission time alloated touser j an be expressed as follows:xi;j(s) = si;jsi;j + Si;�j 2 [0; 1); (3.1)where si;j denotes the bid in monetary units that user j plaes during aution i inorder to get a portion of the available transmission time xi;j for a �le transfer. Si;�jrepresents the strategies (bids) of all the opponent trade-agents and it is equal toPk 6=j si;k+� where the reservation prie � 2 (�min; �max). The reservation prie is anonzero prie �oor below whih the resoure will not be sold. Note that by de�nitionthe prie �oor must be nonzero as if it were zero, then there would be no prie �oor.Assuming that the peak data-rate of a single user j on whose behalf the trade-agent j is ating, remains unhanged during the entire �le transfer and that thisapplies for all the users, i.e. Ri;j=Rz;j 8 i; z, the total demand assoiated with theother trade-agents, thus Pk 6=j si;k=Pk 6=j sz;k 8 i; z. Note that z is the last roundof the aution as represented in 3.2. Due to these assumptions, eah trade-agentwill plae idential bids in all the autions.3.3 Deployment Strategies in Competitive Wireless AessNetworks (Paper 2)In this setion we study how ompetitive sharing (�oopetition�), where various a-ess providers provide partially overlapping overage in a ompetitive fashion, angenerate additional gains to the SPs. Basially, we analyze how the the balanebetween areas of exlusive overage (as shown in Figure 3.3) � where eah SP hasa monopoly situation � and overlap areas with provider ompetition, a�ets thepro�tability of the aess providers. We use a game theoreti approah and theproportionally fair aution mehanism, desribed above (Figure 3.2). We seek toanswer the following researh questions: How is the operator revenue a�eted by



3.3. DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN COMPETITIVE WIRELESS ACCESSNETWORKS (PAPER 2) 25the level of overlap? and further: Is the user QoS in terms of available data rateand ost per Megabyte a�eted by the overlap?The senarios studied an be illustrated as in Figure 3.3, where smi;j denotes thebid, that user j plaes in aution i at BS m (Note that we have assumed a purelytime division multiplexed link). The link user�SP indiates the link provided bythe SP who dominates the market in this area (i.e., the aess providers who provideoverage) and it is to this BS that users should send a positive bid in order to beserved.

Figure 3.3: Basi senario - Illustration of a wireless network arhiteture withdi�erent perentages of overlapping, whih represents a system under di�erent levelsof ompetitionThe user's performane (QoS) is quanti�ed through the average user throughputand monetary expenditure per transferred Megabyte. The users ompete againsteah other for resoures - while trying to maximize their utility funtion in orderto transfer a �le. This game is expressed in Equation (3.2). For our analysis, weassume that the �le size is �nite (and idential), q = 1 Megabyte.'(s�j) = argmaxsj Ui;j(sj ; S�j) (3.2)8 j 2 f1; :::; Ng;m 2 f1; 2g:In the above equation Ui;j(sj ; S�j) is related to the throughput, xi;jRi;j , assoiatedwith user j and is de�ned as:



26 CHAPTER 3. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN OPENWIRELESS ACCESS MARKETSUi;j = 2Xm=1max� 0; xi;jRmi;j � smi;j�: (3.3)Deriving the �rst order solution (i.e., as a linear equation) of Equation (3.3) withrespet to smi;j we an obtain the best response (BR) whih desribes how trade-agent j should reat to the strategies (optimal bid that the trade-agent shouldsubmit the BSs) of all the other trade-agents in order to maximize its user's utility.This would be expressed as follows:smi;j = sRmi;j(Xk 6=j smi;k + �m)�Xk 6=j smi;k + �m: (3.4)Sine the peak transfer rate for all of the users is the same over all autions, andthey all have to transfer the same size �le, then giving eah user the whole hannel(i.e., all of the time slots) enables this user to omplete and leave the system, heneleaving all of the remaining resoures for the remaining users.A seond game takes plae and it is de�ned as open wireless aess market, whenBSs ompete for users and sel�shly, try to maximize their own expeted revenueper seond, as de�ned in Equation (3.5).�m(��m) = argmax�m �(�m; ��m); (3.5)��m = �m(���m) 8m 2M; (3.6)where �m(��m) represents the best response (BR) funtion assoiated with BS m.Equation (3.6) desribes the NEP whih is the solution to the ompetitive gameamong BSs.We fous in �nding the Nash Equilibrium Point (NEP) for the reservation prieof the resoure, �, onsidering the two games (ompetition among users for resouresand among BSs for users) in the ompetition area for di�erent levels of overageoverlap. This NEP is related to the Best Response from the trade-agents. In themonopolist area (non-overlapping overage) only ompetition among users is ob-served. By obtaining the NEP we are able to analyze the BS's expeted revenuewith di�erent levels of ompetition. These results enable us to predit the users'performane (in terms of throughput and monetary expenditure per transferred



3.3. DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN COMPETITIVE WIRELESS ACCESSNETWORKS (PAPER 2) 27�le).The stability and uniqueness of the NEP for the games have been alulatedthrough iterations via mean of simulation. Further details on these results and thepathloss model as well as the peak data-rate version used in our senario an befound in [48℄.Results and DisussionThe average revenue assoiated with the BS game for di�erent levels of overageoverlap an be observed in Figure 3.4. As the overlapping area by the two wirelessnetworks inreases so does the level of ompetition and more users experiene anopen aess market. The reservation prie for the resoure dereases as a onse-quene of the ompetition leading to lower BS's revenue.
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Figure 3.5: Average throughput experiened by users for di�erent perentages ofoverlapping overage as a funtion of the potentially o�ered load.load density of 3.2 Megabits/seond, and higher, the gain in throughput may besmaller giving less impat in the user's experiened quality of servie (See Figure3.5). On the other hand, our simulations indiate that a win-win situation for bothusers and BSs an be ahieved with a suitable overlap overage by two networks.Aording to our results a proper perent of overlap might be approximately35% depending on the interest or objetive funtion of all the involved parties. Fig-ure 3.4 represents the behavior of the revenue per BS on eah aution round, whereon average 0.4 �les/s arrive to eah BS, eah �le is of size q = 8 Megabits. Weaknowledge the fat that the system's performane was analyzed by onsideringonly two wireless networks in order to get insight on to whih extent ompetitionan be bene�ial for both providers and users. Explanation and detailed results ofthis analysis are inluded in [48℄.3.4 Competitive Games for Revenue Maximization withHeterogeneous Demand (Paper 3, Paper 4)In order to maximize network revenue and be ompetitive in the market pro�t-seeking SPs shall utilize their resoures e�iently and prie their servies properlybased on the demand responsiveness. Priing strategies play an important role inthe network performane sine these diretly in�uene user demand. Clearly, uner-



3.4. COMPETITIVE GAMES FOR REVENUE MAXIMIZATION WITHHETEROGENEOUS DEMAND (PAPER 3, PAPER 4) 29tainty in tra� demand implies risk in revenue generation for SPs. In this setionwe analyze the prie-demand relationship and based on this we aim to propose apriing strategy as a tool for servie providers to maximize their revenue.3.4.1 System ModelWe analyze a senario where two wireless networks are deployed in a densely popu-lated area with nonuniformly distributed users. We model the user population witha Gaussian distribution and its probability density an be expressed as below:f(l) = 1p2 � �� � e�(l��)22�2 ; (3.7)where � is the mean (loation of the peak of the demand), �2 is the variane (themeasure of the width of the distribution) for the user position l within the systemarea [0 - L℄ where L = 3 �R. Here R is the ell radius de�ned in Table 1 in [49℄.We assume an interferene-free system and that the two networks, belongingto di�erent SPs, overlap partially in overage. We fous on ommuniation in thedownlink diretion, i.e., from the BSs to the mobiles.Wireless Aess Market - ModelThe users experiene two loation-based wireless markets: monopoly aess marketand open aess market as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The monopoly market is ob-served while users are loated in the non-overlapping areas, sine there is only oneBS providing aess to its network. When the users are within the overlapping ov-erage by the two networks, they experiene an open aess market. A ompetitivegame takes plae among the BSs, who sel�shly, try to maximize their own expetedpro�t per seond, as de�ned in Equation (3.11).The users are able to pik the BS that o�ers the highest peak data-rate at thelowest prie (highest estimated utility). Eah BS broadasts its reservation prieamong the users loated within its overage area. Note, that a prie di�erentiationis used by the BSs, meaning that the users in the monopoly overage area mightexperiene higher osts in the absene of any ompetition.As explained in [48℄, we model a �le download in a TDMA system and apply atrade-agent based mehanism for the bidding proess.Resoures are alloated using a proportional fair aution mehanism (this methodis explained in detail in [48℄) and based on their bids users will get a portion oftransmission time de�ned by Equation (3.1) in Setion 3.2.



30 CHAPTER 3. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN OPENWIRELESS ACCESS MARKETSNote that �min, the prie �oor in Equation (3.1), is a representation of the �xedost inurred by the SP, �min = Cost. For this study we have assumed a �xed ost�min = 2, whih has been previously onsidered in [14℄.User Model� Utility FuntionIn this analysis, we assume that a user piks the BS that provides the highestestimated utility and it is given the hoie to not enter the system if the prieestablished by the BS is too high. The user maximization problem is introdued inEquation (3.8). maximize Ûmi;j(Rmj ; �m) (3.8)8j 2 f1; :::; Ng;m 2 f1; 2g;where Ûmi;j is the user's estimated utility whih is used as the deision-taking pa-rameter de�ned as bellow: Ûmi;j = Rmi;j�m : (3.9)Here Rmi;j is the peak data-rate that the user experienes based on its loation and�m is the reservation prie broadasted by the BSs.� Aeptane ProbabilityLet us de�ne x1 as the overage of BS1 and x2 as that of BS2. Then, it is learthat user j loated at x1 \ x2, (see Figure 3.6) will therefore prefer, initially, BS1if and only if Û1i;j > Û2i;j during aution 1.One the user has deided whih BS provides the best servie, its satisfationand so the wiliness to pay for the o�ered servie an be measured with an aeptaneprobability de�ned as follows:Ami;j = 1� e�(Ûmi;j)�(smi;j )� ; (3.10)where the , � and � are appropriate positive onstants that determine the levelof sensitivity to the o�ered prie and QoS, and the shape of the funtion. Here
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Figure 3.6: Base stations loation - linear geographial regionsmi;j represents the prie that the user pays during eah aution yle, and it isequivalent to the bid that this user submits to the BS, (see Equation 3.1). Thisaeptane probability model is a modi�ed version of the one used in [14, 16, 40℄.After the �rst stage (aution 1), if the user starts transmitting, it should remainonneted to this base station until the �le transfer is ompleted.Base Stations BSs - Pro�t MaximizationThe BS's interest, instead, is to maximization its pro�t by serving as many users aspossible. The demand-based pro�t maximization problem for the BSs is formulatedby maximizing the sum of all submitted bids by the users that aept to enter thegame in eah aution yle i and is de�ned as follow:maximize NXj=1�smi;j :Ami;j�: (3.11)The summation of all the users that hoose BS m formes the generated demandwhih aepts the servie with a probability Ami;j . The average revenue per BS,the monetary expenditure and average user throughput, all as a funtion of theresoure prie, have been used to measure the system performane.3.4.2 Priing Game with Heterogeneous Demand in Open AessMarkets (Paper 3)In this paper we, basially, study the ase where N ompeting users are non-uniformly distributed aross the overage area, x 2 [0; L℄, whih is shared by twobase stations BSs (we assumed that the BSs belong to di�erent SPs). This senariois represented in Figure 3.7.These two networks are deployed with areas of exlusive overage (monopolysituation) and partially overlapping area (ompetition for users). We are interested
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3.4. COMPETITIVE GAMES FOR REVENUE MAXIMIZATION WITHHETEROGENEOUS DEMAND (PAPER 3, PAPER 4) 35that the time slot is divided among all ompeting users, the more users ativelybid for the resoure the shorter time and lower throughput they will get. On theother hand, it is also observed (as expeted), that ompetition lower pries, but thisdoes not neessarily mean that it is optimal for the user performane. The shortertransmission time a user gets the longer it takes to download a �le. The waitingtime aumulates and the user might withdraw its bid in an aution, this negativeonsequene is, however, out of the sope of this thesis.3.4.3 Competitive Aess-point Deployment in Mobile BroadbandSystems(Paper 4)Here, we investigate network deployment strategies and aim to propose a feasi-ble approah for revenue-seeking servie providers regarding favorable aess-pointplaement in ompetitive senarios. We assume that an entrant SP is willing to de-ploy a wireless network and be ompetitive in a market that is already monopolizedby an existing network as illustrated in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Illustration of a basi senario when a newomer SPs gets into thewireless market - Senario2An open wireless aess market is observed when both BSs overlap in overage.Clearly, new SPs will have to ompete against the market rules of the inumbentwireless SPs, and optimum shemes should be developed to break through themarketplae.



36 CHAPTER 3. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN OPENWIRELESS ACCESS MARKETSResults and DisussionA short summary of the simulation analysis is addressed in the following.1. AP Pro�t MaximizationWe onsider the ase when the inumbent has monopolized the market establishinga high prie for the resoure. A �xed prie is assumed for the Inumbent, varying thereservation prie of the Newomer in order to determine the value that maximizesits pro�t. We investigate how the system behaves under di�erent market shares,see illustration in Figure 3.11. The optimal prie for the Newomer was alulatedonly for �1 = 100 whih presents a highly ompetitive senario, meanwhile, �2 =500 orresponds to a less ompetitive environment. Graphial representation anddetailed explanation an be found in [50℄.The simulation analysis shows that there is a prie that maximizes the New-omer's pro�t independently of its loation for any given prie established by theInumbent. However, as already known, it is observed that the Inumbent is theone direting the ourse of the market, by establishing the prie of the servies andthat the Newomer should �rst study the strategies of its ompetitor. One we havede�ned the optimal prie of the Newomer SP given the prie of the Inumbent wearry out the ompetitive AP loation game to estimate the suitable positioning ofthe Newomer's AP. We also larify that when �1 and �1 are taken into aountthe whole demand is inside the overage area whereas with settings of �2 and �2part of the users get in outage stage, out of overage.
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3.4. COMPETITIVE GAMES FOR REVENUE MAXIMIZATION WITHHETEROGENEOUS DEMAND (PAPER 3, PAPER 4) 37In Figure 3.12 we observe the system's performane when the Newomer enters thewireless market with an equal priing strategy (imposing the the same prie as theInumbent). We have assumed a high prie for the servie �1 = �2 = 50 onsideringthat the users have been given the hoie to not enter the game if the establishedpries are too high. It an be observed that when the Inumbent is properly loatedaording to the demand, the Newomer should deploy its network o-loated tothe Inumbent. However the full ompetition setting provides but very low pro�tsfor both SPs. For the ase when the Inumbent is not properly loated (�2; �2),the Newomer gets higher pro�ts.
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Figure 3.13: Expeted pro�t per AP per seond (time slot) as a funtion of theNewomer's AP loation. The Newomer SP gets into the market with a lowerprie for the servies.Figure 3.13 shows that lowering the prie for the servie, ompared to the In-umbent, seems to be a good strategy for the Newomer to generate higher pro�ts.Note that our assumption is that there is no reation from the Inumbent to thestrategy of the Newomer. We aknowledge that this is not the ase in real om-petitive senarios and that an inumbent SP will always reat to the strategies ofits ompetitor leading thus to a prie war, whih in the end will a�et negativelyboth SPs' pro�tability.



38 CHAPTER 3. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES IN OPENWIRELESS ACCESS MARKETS3.5 SummaryPaper 2In this setion a ompetitive sharing sheme (�oopetition�) where two aess providersprovide partially overlapping overage in a ompetitive fashion as an option to max-imize their revenue has been analyzed. Spei�ally, the following researh statementhas been addressed: how the balane between areas of exlusive overage and over-lap areas with provider ompetition a�ets the pro�tability of the aess providers.Aess providers with symmetri wireless networks that overlap partially in ov-erage ompete with eah other by seleting a reservation prie. Based on the resultsit an be notied that the fration of overage overlap does play an important rolefor both the performane of the system and the pro�tability of the aess providers.As the level of overlap inreases the revenue that eah base station gets dereasessigni�antly. In addition, the user's experiened throughput degrades onsiderablybut only for low demand density (This is due to the fat that the prie of the re-soure is low, then, all the users behave (ompete) aggressively for the resoure)meanwhile the ost per transferred Megabyte is a�eted in a low sale. Further,we onlude that a win-win situation for both users and aess providers an beahieved with a suitable overage overlap by two networks.Paper 3In this work, we studied a demand-based pro�t maximization strategy where aompetitive priing game has been used. An open wireless aess market (with dif-ferent size of market share) has been addressed, where two given networks overlapin servie areas. Simulation results show that the ompeting servie providers tendto aggressively drop a servie prie to apture a larger number of users in the highlypopulated area, while user throughput dramatially fails with a growth in servietransations (ongested system). Our analysis reveals that the SPs may retain thedemand and hene inrease their pro�ts by establishing a reservation prie loseto a market-oriented one. We believe that the SPs ould learn and further adaptwhih priing settings are viable in order to be ompetitive and sustainable in anopen wireless aess market. Under our assumptions and based on these observa-tions we onlude that the optimal size of market share ould be gained based onthe behavior of the user demand and be bene�ial for both users and SPs.Paper 4A prior analysis based on the strategies used by the Inumbent should be imple-mented by the Newomer before entering the wireless market. When the Inumbent



3.5. SUMMARY 39is properly loated, aording to the demand and both SPs have the same servieprie, there are less probability for an Entrant to be self-sustained in the market.Dereasing the servie prie seems to be a good strategy to attrat the demand,but onsidering real senarios, an Inumbent will also derease its prie and thismay end up in a prie war leading to a negative impat in their pro�tability. Onthe other hand, when the Inumbent is not properly loated, the ase of �2 and �2,the Entrant is more like to sueed.





Chapter 4Conlusion4.1 Conluding RemarksNowadays, in wireless ommuniation systems users are used to have high speedonnetions whih are tradued, sometimes, as high quality of servie (QoS). Thehigh expetations of users have reated an inreasing apaity demand and theproblem of �revenue gap� has emerged. Sine the urrent way for spetrum allo-ation has limited the spetrum usage, apparently, there is not enough availablespetrum for wireless ommuniation. Dynami spetrum aess mehanisms haveemerged with possible promising solutions to make e�ient spetrum usage andthus devising attrative business models for the servie providers and inreasinguser satisfation. However, researh studies and urrent network deployment mod-els show, evidently, that additional spetrum is not the sole solution to ahievingubiquitous broadband wireless aess. In order to overome this problem awarenesson di�erent possible solutions to this issue has to be reated. In addition to dynamimethods for spetrum aess network deployment strategies have the potential toimprove users satisfation and inrease SPs pro�t if well devised.In the �rst part of the thesis we onsidered ompetitive wireless spetrum a-ess and studied two main algorithms that take into aount the fat that thefrequeny hannels are di�erent in propagation onditions. Sine this is an im-portant harateristi, whih is losely related to the levels of power transmission,energy-onstrained system have been also assumed. Although there are onsiderableapproahes (in literature) supporting that ompetitive shemes are good strategiesfor load balaning, the output of our study re�ets that ompetition for spetrumresoures based on users request (real-time alloation) leads to dead rae when theover load ase is onsidered. A negative impat in SPs' pro�ts is observed andmight thus not be the most e�etive solution if revenue-seeking SPs are onsidered.Therefore, some other strategies either in a ooperative or ompetitive manner ora ombination of both should be implemented.41



42 CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONIn aution mehanisms it is often observed that SPs are willing to pay highpries for spetrum lienses. This is due to their objetive to inrease their marketshare aiming to keep entrants out of the wireless ompetition. On the other hand,under the spei� assumptions for the analysis in Chapter 2, it has been shownthat the spetrum utilization ould be substantially improved if the hannel het-erogeneity is taken into aount when devising spetrum aess shemes.In the seond part we foused our attention on network deployment strategiesaddressing ompetitive sharing shemes (�oopetition�) where two aess providersooperate with eah other by providing partially overlapping overage in a om-petitive fashion as an option to maximize pro�t. Aess providers with symmetriwireless networks that overlap partially in overage ompete with eah other byseleting a reservation prie for the resoure. We have modeled di�erent marketshares and a heterogeneous demand aiming to establish whether it is suitable for anentrant SP to deploy a wireless network and if so, under whih onditions. Resultson the �rst studied senario indiate that the fration of overage overlap a�etsboth the quality of servie experiened by the users and the pro�tability of theaess providers. However, a suitable perent of overlapping servie areas by thetwo networks may be bene�ial to all in the system. We believe that the addi-tional investment osts of network deployment might be ompensated by the gainobtained in revenues with this strategy, nevertheless, this issue is out of the sopeof this thesis.By applying a ompetitive priing game we show that wireless servie providerstend to drop the servie prie aggressively in order to attrat the demand, whih inturn a�ets their pro�tability. Meanwhile, the users throughput degrades onsider-ing that they atively bid when the pries go down and the transmission time slotis divided among a larger number of users through the proportionally fair aution.We believe that the SPs ould learn and further adapt whih priing settings areviable in order to be ompetitive and sustainable in an open wireless aess marketapturing a near optimal size of market share that generates high pro�ts.From the performed studies we an infer that a prior analysis based on thestrategies used by the opponent SPs should be implemented by any SP before en-tering the wireless market. When an inumbent is properly loated aording to thedemand it is less likely for an entrant to be self-sustained in the market. Dereasingthe servie prie seems to be a good strategy to attrat the demand, but onsideringreal senarios, any inumbent will as well drop the servie prie and this might leadto a prie war with negative impat in their pro�tability. On the other hand, whenan inumbent is not properly loated an entrant has higher probabilities to sueed.



4.2. FUTURE WORK 434.2 Future WorkThis setion outlines possible diretions for future work. As mentioned in theprevious setion, well strutured and studied network deployment strategies have agreat potential to improve the system performane of wireless networks. Allowingthe wireless servie providers to ahieve ost-e�ient servie provisioning in mobilebroadband systems. We onsider that our work represents a small ontribution tothe tremendous amount work that an still be done on this area. In the followingwe state some additional issues that may lead to interesting results.� Cooperative strategies where servie providers buy apaity from existing SPsin the form of Spetrum trading. These SPs may operate as mobile virtualnetwork operators (MVNOP) and yet ompete in servie provisioning withthe existing SPs.� Competitive priing games in interferene-limited systems would be interest-ing to investigate. Investigating if there exists an optimal prie that max-imizes users utility and provider's pro�t in ompetitive settings and underwhih onditions this ould be possible. The result of this analysis may pro-vide guidelines that might be used to selet the sheme that better suits aspei� senario..� Investigating network deployment strategies for revenue maximization andinterferene mitigation among heterogeneous wireless aess networks.
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Abstract—The demand for wireless communications services has
increased the amount of spectrum resources required, promoting
research interest in dynamic spectrum allocation schemes. There
exist many promising solutions to allocate spectrum on a dynamic
basis in order to get an efficient spectrum usage. One particular
form is auction mechanism, tailored for allocating transmission
rights on a short term basis to provide efficient allocation of
scarce resources. However, most existing approaches are focused
on homogeneous settings where all channels are treated as if
they have the same propagation characteristics. In this work
we consider two distributed auction schemes; sequential and
concurrent, based on sequential ascending and combinatorial bid-
ding, respectively, taking into account the propagation conditions
of the channels (heterogeneous settings). The performance of
these schemes is compared to two reference cases: (i) distributed
homogeneous channels allocation (channel-agnostic case), and (ii)
the centralized allocation scheme. Experimental results suggest
that auction mechanisms which take into account the channel
characteristics improve spectrum utilization under energy con-
straint. For wireless cellular networks with high unit energy cost
(low coverage) concurrent access gives a better utilization of the
spectrum and energy resources with higher service providers
utility.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid pace of technological development recently creates
a need for more efficient use of available spectrum resources.
The currently enforced spectrum management mechanisms
mostly rely on static allocation of frequency bands across
consumers (operators), in which a service provider (SP) gets
usage rights for a specific band with long term dedication.
Such static allocation mechanisms guarantee interference-free
operation for the SP. Recent studies, on the other hand,
suggest that static spectrum allocation methods are indeed
inefficient in terms of spectrum utilization [1], especially when
the demand drastically changes over the time. Then dynamic
access mechanisms are needed in order to balance the demand
with the supply.
Therefore, developing new schemes for dynamic spectrum

access (DSA), aiming to avoid inefficiencies in the tradi-
tional licensing, has attracted significant interest recently.
Fig.1 shows a schematic comparison for the trends of spec-
trum allocation mechanisms, characterized by two dimensions;
performance and complexity. The complexity of a dynamic
spectrum access system is likely to increase as the systems
require more coordination, resulting in greater overhead due
to control signalling. Such increased complexity, however, is
likely to bring improvements in spectrum utilization efficiency.
Most of the earlier contributions on DSA schemes are

concentrated on scenarios where the channels are considered
as identical resources (channel agnostic), since all of them are
assumed to have the same propagation characteristics, [2]–[5].

In such scenarios, DSA mechanisms are often implemented in
the form of auctions where the prices for the different channels
do not differ. Rather the auctioneer keeps increasing the unit
cost for the channels until the total bandwidth demand is less
than the total bandwidth supply.

Complexity
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Distributed DSA Schemes

Static Spectrum Allocation

Centralized DSA Schemes

Fig. 1. Schematic comparison of different spectrum allocation mechanisms
from two dimensions (performance,complexity)

Given the increased awareness about the excessive energy
consumption of the communication systems, the “green radio”
paradigm has recently started to emerge. It is likely that the
energy consumption will become a major concern even for
down-link transmissions in infrastructure systems [6]. Conse-
quently, the propagation characteristics of available channels
should be considered in making spectrum allocation decisions.
In this work, we consider two distributed DSA mechanisms

that take into account the different propagation characteristics
and power requirements of different channels; Sequential and
Concurrent spectrum access. Similar schemes have also been
investigated in [4], where the author has instead considered
a channel-agnostic setting where the SPs determine their bids
for the channels without any consideration of the propagation
conditions.
The novelty of our work is to provide different means of

propagation-aware DSA mechanisms (heterogenous channels)
and show how they compare to each other with changing num-
ber of users for different energy cost levels. More specifically,
we consider two regimes of interest, the first one is when the
transmission energy cost (the monetary cost of each unit of
energy required to transmit) is low, potentially resulting in
a wireless network with large coverage area, and the second
one when transmitting represents high cost corresponding to
a wireless network which has poor coverage.
Only a few of the previous studies on DSA schemes [7]–

[9] have considered heterogeneous channel settings, making
the assumption that the channels have the same bandwidth
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but different propagation characteristics. Therefore, the users
experience different transmission ranges, and thus different
frequencies are suitable for different user locations. These
studies focus on the description of how channel heterogeneity
can be addressed on DSA. However, they do not evaluate the
effect of energy cost on spectrum utilization efficiency.

We compare the performance of the considered two schemes
to the centralized allocation scheme and the distributed homo-
geneous channels scheme which provide the upper and lower
bound regarding to spectrum utilization, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we present the system model describing the basic assumptions
and the operator revenue function used in our approaches.
The auction mechanisms and the algorithms applied for the
spectrum access schemes are described in detail in Section
III. In Section IV we present the simulation results and finally,
Section V summarizes the conclusion of this work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Basic assumptions

We consider a cellular system scenario as illustrated in Fig.2,
where users are randomly located with uniform distribution on
a flat circular geographical region with cell radius R. There are
two service providers (SPs), each with one base station and
their own predefined set of users i = {1, 2, ..., I}, and a broker
who represents the regulatory body responsible for spectrum
allocation, with a set of available channels j = {1, 2, ..., J}.
The users want to get service and they can be served only
by the operator that they belong to. The broker charges the
operators for their channel usage, and it is responsible to
gradually increase the channel prices (either in the form of
sequential or combinatorial auctions), till there is no contention
by the service providers for any of the channels.

The system is session based where a session is defined as
the time duration for which the link gains in the system are
constant or moderately changing. In our model we consider a
simple distance based link gain model, therefore in the context
of this study, a session is initiated each time there is a change
in the location of any one of the users in the system. Note,
however, that the concepts and mechanisms discussed in this
paper are applicable in settings where link gains are time-
varying, by considering the mean link gains over certain time
intervals instead of taking the exact instantaneous link gain
for a given user. The auction mechanisms are initiated at
the beginning of each session and are finalized when all the
channels are auctioned. The determined channel allocations
are then valid for the rest of the session till a new session is
initiated.

For the sake of simplicity, only downlink transmission
is considered in this work. At the beginning of each ses-
sion, the SPs consider the set of available channels and the
corresponding link gains to their users over these channels.
SPs are motivated to maximize their profit by choosing the
most suitable user − channel combinations in the system,
considering the cost for using the channel, as well the energy
consumption that depends on the propagation characteristics of
the channels. The auctions result in an interference-free system
where each channel is occupied by at most one SP-user pair
at any time instance.

Fig. 2. Wireless Network Structure

B. Channel Model

The free space propagation model is used to deduce the
required power transmission for a given service provider r
(SPr) in order to reach the single user i using the channel j
(frequency fj), as shown in Eq.(1).

P(r,i,j) = Co. (dr,i)
α

. (fj)
2

(1)

Where Co is a constant computed from the SNR threshold,
noise power and the speed of light, dr,i is the distance
between the base station of the SPr and the user i. Note, the
dependence of P(r,i,j) on the propagation characteristic of
channel j that is being utilized and the user location.

C. User Perspective

The users have quality of service (QoS) requirement in the
form of received signal to noise (SNR) threshold value. We
also assume that each SP base stations employ power control
so that the transmit power at a given channel is the minimum
power sufficient for achieving the required SNR values at the
designated end user.

D. Service Provider Perspective (Revenue function)

An important parameter in our algorithm that addresses
the result from the auction process is the revenue (utility)
function U(r,i,j). This represents the profit that the considered
provider SPr achieves by serving user i on channel j. In our
model a revenue function is considered as shown in Eq.(2),
which is used as a decision-taking element by the SPs, thus
the service is provided to those users which promote positive
utility (U(r,i,j) > 0). The utility that a SPr perceives by
serving the user i in the channel j is defined as follows:

U(r,i,j) = xuser − Ccost(j) −K.P(r,i,j) (2)

Where xuser is a fixed price that each user pays to the
SPs for the service, Ccost(j) is the channel cost that keeps
varying during the auctioning phase (in monetary units) and
K is the energy cost per session in monetary unit/power
unit . It can be viewed that high values of K (expensive
energy) relates to situations where SPs have limited coverage
due to excessive expense of transmission, then the SPs are
restricted to serve the nearer users. Meanwhile low values of
K (inexpensive energy) represents scenarios where SPs have
relatively high coverage.
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E. Performance Measures

In order to evaluate the performance of the system the
following parameters are considered:
1. Channel Occupancy[%] is the total number of channels
allocated to the SPs in the system as a result of the auctioning
phase expressed in percentage. The channel occupancy is
100% when all the channels are assigned.
2. Normalized Power consumption per active user is the average
power that each base station expends to serve a single user,
achieving the SNR threshold. The expended power depends
on the propagation characteristic of selected channels and the
location of the users.
3. Service Provider Utility[%] represents the SPs’ average
profit per each served user in the system.

III. MECHANISM DESCRIPTION

A. Broker-SP Interaction

The broker mediates the SP competition for the available
channels. We consider two different auction mechanisms,
sequential ascending for the distributed sequential access
scheme and combinatorial iterative for the distributed
concurrent access scheme. In order to solve the possible
channel conflicts between the SPs the broker keeps setting
(increasing or decreasing) the price for the channels for which
there is contention until the conflicts are solved. The auction
proceeds either in a simultaneous manner, as in distributed
concurrent access scheme, or on a channel-by-channel basis,
as in distributed sequential access scheme.

B. Distributed Sequential and Concurrent Access schemes

In this study we consider a two SPs setting. Note, however,
that the mechanisms considered here are applicable to settings
in which there are more SPs. As soon as the auction process
is over, each SP is assigned a set of different channels, then
the SPs start a session with their respective users. In the
following we describe the two distributed schemes which are
compared with the homogeneous and the centralized schemes.

Distributed Sequential Access scheme: In this scheme the spec-
trum access is based on sequential ascending auction. The
broker offers the channels one by one on an individual basis.
The competition is executed for one channel without any
information about the likely price for the following channels.
Particularly in this model, the sequential access provides

an inefficient channel allocation because the SPs can win the
“wrong” channel at very high cost. Such phenomena is also
mentioned in [10], which points out the fact that SPs are
aware of this risk and they tend to respond by bidding more
conservatively. Thus, the order in which the available channels
are offered would make a difference. In this mechanism the
channels are auctioned starting with the lowest frequency in
ascending order in carrier frequency. We believe it is intuitive
to start auctioning the channels with the greatest demand
which are the channels with better propagation conditions
(lower frequency) meaning that less power is required.
The auction is coordination-based where the broker is

increasing the price (∆1), for a specific channel as long as both
SPs are still interested in acquiring the channel. The process
is executed till the price gets high enough so that only one

of the SPs is still interested in the channel, and a consensus
on spectrum allocation decision is reached, but there exist the
risk that none of SPs get the channel.
The winner SP is charged with the prevailing price for the

obtained channel and it can start a session transmission (SP−
user) with its user. Note also that for any given channel, while
making their bids the SPs select the remaining user which
would require the minimum energy, in order to achieve the
greatest possible revenue as expressed in Eq.(2).
In every iteration, each SP communicates the indicator

variable ar to the broker, when ar = 1 SPr is still interested
in the channel, and ar = 0 represents the lack of interest.
The algorithm that performs this scheme is summarized as
below.

Algorithm - Distributed Sequential Scheme

1: for j=1:J
2: Ccost(j)=0
3: a1 = 1 and a2 = 1
5: while a1 = 1 and a2 = 1
6: Ccost(j)=Ccost(j)+ ∆1;
7: SPr determines user (i) that Max Eq(2)
8: SP1 and SP2 send a1 and a2 to Broker
9: end (while)
10: Start session on channel j
11: end for

Distributed Concurrent Access scheme; The spectrum access
is carried out by iterative combinatorial auction. The SPs are
bidding for a package of different channels. The SPs compute
the best user-channel combinations based on channels
propagations characteristics, the location of their users and
the channel costs as declared by the broker. In order to
formulate the problem we define the combinatorial variable
a(r,i,j) ∈ {1,0}, such that a(r,i,j) = 1 if channel j is assigned
to user i for SPr and a(r,i,j) = 0 otherwise, thus SPr finds
the maximum revenue from the whole system by:

Max

I,J∑

i,j

a(r,i,j)U(r,i,j). (3)

Two constraints that should be considered are that for
any user i a maximum of one channel should be assigned
and any channel j cannot be allocated to more than one user
(as defined in Eq(4) and Eq(5), respectively).

R,J∑

r,j

a(r,i,j) ≤ 1 (4)

I∑

i

a(r,i,j) ≤ 1 (5)

The auction is implemented in multiple rounds where
in each round each SPr computes its preferences and submits
a channel request list a(r,j) to the Broker. This channel list
does not include user index since this is a concern for SPs
only. At the end of each iteration, the broker determines
the channels for which there is contention (a(1,j)

⋂
a(2,j)),

increases the price for them at ∆1 while the prices for the
channels that are not demanded are decreased by ∆2 to make
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them attractive for the SPs. The algorithm for Distributed
Concurrent Access scheme is described as below.

Algorithm - Distributed Concurrent Scheme

1: Ccost=0
2: Initially a(1,j)

⋂
a(2,j) 6= null: Ch-Conflict

3: while1 Ch-Conflict
4: Ccost(Ch-Conflict)=Ccost (Ch-Conflict)+ ∆1;
5: Ccost(Ch-Free)=Ccost(Ch-Free)- ∆2;
6: EachSPr determine (i, j) pairs that Max Eq(3)
7: SP1 and SP2 send a(1,j) and a(2,j) to Broker
8: end (while1)
9: Start session on all channels

C. Reference Mechanisms

Distributed Homogeneous Access Scheme: It is an auction-based
homogeneous channels allocation mechanism that is modeled
as a special case of the concurrent scheme with the variation
that all channels are priced for the same amount meaning that
the price is increased for all the channels at ∆1. In this sense
the set of channels are auctioned as homogeneous resources
even though the energy consumption in all the channels is
different. Note that such an algorithm is representative of
schemes where the auctioneer keeps increasing prices for
all the channels as long as there is contention in any one
of the available channels. The algorithm for Distributed
Homogeneous Access scheme is described as follows.

Algorithm - Distributed Homogeneous Scheme

1: Ccost=0
2: Initially a(1,j)

⋂
a(2,j) 6= null: Ch-Conflict

3: while1 Ch-Conflict
4: Ccost(All-Channels)=Ccost (All-Channels)+ ∆1;
5: Each SPr determine (i, j) pairs that Max Eq(3)
6: SP1 and SP2 send a(1,j) and a(2,j) to Broker
7: end (while1)
8: Start session on all channels

Centralized Access Scheme; The decision-making process
is led by the spectrum broker who is responsible for
allocating spectrum resources among the SPs. It is a full
knowledge system which gives the upper bound in spectrum
utilization. The broker determines the optimum SP-user-
channel associations that maximizes the total income of the
SPs meaning that the total energy expenditure in the system
is the minimum value. Moreover, here the channel cost is
zero and the allocation process is implemented with no SP
competition. In this scheme the SPs communicate the link
gain vector for their end users, gr

i to the broker. A basic
algorithm has been developed and is described as follows:

Algorithm - Centralized Scheme

1: SP1 and SP2 send gr
i
to Broker

2: Broker determines the (SPr, i, j) triplets for both op-
erators, such that total revenue of both operators are
maximized

3: Start session on all channels

It is relevant to mention that this is a hypothetic dynamic
scheme, given that the allocation is not static. However, this
scheme has the shortcoming regarding truthful information
reporting by the SPs to the Broker. It is possible that the SP
reacts selfishly and reports a suitable link gain vector in order
to get the resources of interest. Moreover the system requires
a high complexity design, high setup delays, and suffers
single point of failure and non scalability. In this situation
the distributed schemes are better options.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Settings

In this section we present the numerical experiments that we
conducted in a two SPs setting where each SP has a maximum
of seven users. The system has five available channels with
carrier frequencies as indicated in Table I, which summarizes
the simulation parameters.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETER VALUE

PARAMETERS VALUES

Propagation exponent, α 2

Users distribution Uniform

Energy Cost, K [monetary unit/power unit] [10,1000]

User Payment, Puser [monetary unit] 5

Channel Price, Ccost(j) [monetary unit] [0-5]

Number of Channels 5

Number of SPs 2

Carrier Frequencies [GHz] 0.6, 1.3, 1.7
1.9, 2.5

B. Simulation Results

1. Channel Occupancy; From Fig.3 the main findings can
be summarized as follows: The results from concurrent
scheme show that by auctioning the channels based on their
propagation conditions (discriminatory pricing is applied)
a considerable gain is provided in terms of spectrum
occupancy. When low value of energy cost (K=10) is
considered sequential and concurrent mechanisms present
almost the same performance as the Centralized in terms of
channel occupancy, allocating the maximum possible number
of channels. By assuming that the value of energy cost
increases (K=1000) a greater difference between sequential
and concurrent schemes can be observed, showing that the
concurrent access almost approaches the upper bound (the
centralized allocation).

2. Normalized Power Consumption per active user; Fig.4 shows
that the power consumption in the homogeneous scheme is
the lowest in the system since the channel occupancy is the
minimum compared to other schemes. The power consumption
that the sequential access mechanism expends per each served
user is the highest since all the channels are auctioned one by
one consecutively and SPs do not know whether or not the
next channel is better.

In general the power expenditure tends to decrease as a
function of the distance between the base station and the
served users, dr,i. As there are more users in the system, the
probability that the served users get nearer to the base station
increases and so the power consumption gets lower.
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3. Service Provider Utility; The maximum utility that a SP can
perceive by serving a user is obtained from the Centralized
mechanism as it was expected since the channel price is
considered zero, see Fig.5. However, when the channel price
is taken into account in the distributed mechanisms, the
concurrent access gives higher utility.
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Fig. 5. Service provider utility per served user in the System

Furthermore, for low energy cost (K=10) in the concurrent
and sequential access the channel cost, Ccost, increments
as a function of the number of users in overload situation.
Subsequent to this fact the SPs utility starts to decrement
radically after five users. From this graph we may conclude
that the strategy used in distributed sequential scheme is not
that efficient, and some other cooperation strategy may lead
to better profits.

V. CONCLUSION

We considered two distributed DSA schemes, based on auction
methods with energy constraint for heterogeneous channels
settings. The channel heterogeneity proves to be an important
fact to take into account in order to improve the spectrum
occupancy. Based on the energy constraint the SPs have to
be aware of the power expenditure when choosing the user-
channel pairs. In the case of low unit energy cost K (good
coverage) the performance of the sequential and concurrent
access schemes approaches the upper bound (centralized ac-
cess) regarding to spectrum utilization. Furthermore, when the
unit energy cost is high (limited in coverage) the sequential
access gives higher power consumption and lower SPs’ utility
due to inefficient channels allocation. Hence, we summarize
that when it comes to the case of wireless network with energy
constraint the concurrent access scheme is the better option for
DSA.
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Abstract—The rapid growth of mobile internet traffic has
forced wireless service providers to deploy increasingly higher
capacity in their wireless broadband access systems. The flat
rate revenue streams in combination with the rapidly growing
costs associated with conventional access deployment is usually
referred to as the “revenue gap”. In this context, various schemes
for infrastructure sharing to reduce unnecessary duplication of
infrastructure present an interesting solution. Besides explicit
cooperation, competitive sharing (“coopetition”) where various
access providers provide partially overlapping coverage is one
interesting sharing mechanism. In this paper, we analyze such a
scheme and study how the operator should deploy their networks,
striking a balance between areas of exclusive coverage, where
each provider has a monopoly situation, and overlap areas with
provider competition, to achieve maximal profitability. The com-
petition is based on the proportionally fair auction scheme. The
users behave selfishly as they bid for the various access providers.
The access providers compete with each other by selecting the so
called reservation price. Results are expressed in terms of Nash
equilibrium solutions, which are numerically derived for some
sample scenarios. Results indicate that the fraction of coverage
overlap does play an important role for both the performance of
the system and the profitability of the service providers. As the
level of overlap between the two networks increases the revenue
that each base station gets decreases significantly. In addition,
the user experienced throughput degrades considerably for low
demand but the cost per transferred Megabyte is not greatly
affected. Further, we conclude that a win-win situation for both
users and access providers can be achieved with a suitable overlap
coverage by two networks.

Index Terms—Wireless access markets; coverage overlap; com-
petition; resource allocation; Nash equilibrium

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

The rapid increase of mobile internet traffic has put the

spotlight on how the future wireless broadband access systems

should be deployed and operated at significant lower costs per

transmitted bit than today. The flat rate revenue streams in

combination with the rapidly growing costs associated with

conventional access deployment is usually referred to as the

“revenue gap. Nowadays, closing this “gap” is on top of the

priority list of wireless mobile service providers. Low cost

deployment and more efficient utilization of existing resources

are key solutions to be investigated.

The traditional way of infrastructure deployment has been

that every service provider offers his own access system in

all locations, i.e., achieving “full” coverage by himself. This

has been possible in most mobile phone systems due to the

relatively low costs and high profit margins. As the increasing

data rates require a much denser (and more expensive) network

of base stations, full coverage is no longer an option to

most service providers. Instead Infrastructure sharing, where

providers share infrastructure in low user density areas is one

possible alternative to offer better coverage and quality of

service (QoS) in a cost efficient manner [1].

The sharing of wireless infrastructure, however, raises the

question of how resources and revenues should be divided

when multiple subsystems, managed by potentially competing

actors, are involved in delivering the access service. An

alternative would be to share the infrastructure implicitly by

establishing an open wireless access market wherein networks

not only compete for users on a long-term time-scale, but also

on a much shorter time-base. This could be realized with

an architecture where autonomous trade-agents, that reside

in terminals and access points (APs) or base stations (BSs),

manage the resources through negotiations [2]–[5].

In competitive multi-user networks, services are provided

to users that are assumed to be rational, choosing strategies in

order to maximize their own utility. This resource management

problem can be expressed as a noncooperative game and the

system performance can be analyzed in terms of the Nash

equilibrium, i.e., a set of optimal bids such that no single user

wishes to deviate from its bid given that the bids of the other

users remain the same and cannot further improve their utility

[6]–[8].

B. Prior Work

In [2], the authors developed a framework for studying

demand-responsive pricing in contexts where access points

(APs) with fully overlapping coverage compete for users.

Resources are partitioned through a proportional fair divisible

auction and they investigated if, and when, an open market

for wireless access can be self-sustained. They showed that in

scenario where access providers (APs) compete an open access

market results in better services at lower price, compared to

a case where APs cooperate. They utilized an architecture

where autonomous trade-agents manage the resources through

negotiations.

In [4], a market-based framework for decentralized radio

resource management in environments populated by multiple,
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possibly heterogeneous, APs and the service provided to

the users is of file transfers, was introduced. The problem

addressed for the user is to determine how much resources it

should purchase from the different APs in order to maximize

its utility (“value for money”).

In [7], Maheswaran et al. introduced a bidding mechanism

for allocation of network resources among competing agents,

and study it from a game-theoretic perspective. Although they

proved the existence and the uniqueness of Nash equilibrium

in a decentralized manner, the user’s performance (QoS) and

service providers’ revenue have not been studied.

C. Our problem

In this work we study how competitive sharing (“coopeti-

tion”), where various access providers provide partially over-

lapping coverage in a competitive fashion, can reduce cost.

The scenarios studied can be illustrated as in Figure 1. We

analyze how the balance between areas of exclusive coverage,

where the provider has a monopoly situation, and overlap areas

with provider competition affects the profitability of the access

providers. We also analyze how the user’s QoS is affected

by this level of overlap among networks and by traffic load

variation. A game-theoretic approach and the proportionally

fair auction mechanism [9]–[11] are used aiming to answer

the following questions:

• How is the operator revenue affected by the level of

overlap and the traffic load variations in the system?

• Is the user quality of service, QoS, in terms of available

data rate and cost per Megabyte affected by these two

parameters?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we introduce our basic assumptions and describe the wireless

architecture-scenario, resource allocation mechanism, and

user demand model. Section III gives a thorough overview

of the user game. Section IV outlines the service providers’

strategy. In Section V we show the numeral results from

simulation and in Section VI we present out the conclusion.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model with the basic assumptions, a description

of the scenario under consideration and the resource allocation

mechanism applied in this work are introduced in the follow-

ing.

A. Basic Assumptions - Scenario

Given the network deployment illustrated in Figure 1, the

problem for each BS is to select a reservation price, ǫ, so that

its expected revenue is maximized. When the user is in a non-

overlapping area, this user can only bid for resources from

the single BS that provides coverage of this area. This user

faces a monopolistic market, since the BS can charge any price

due to the absence of a competitor. Both, in overlapping and

nonoverlapping coverage the users may choose not to utilize

a specific BS if the price is too high.

Figure 1 illustrates the basic scenario under investigation,

where smi,j denotes the bid, in monetary units, that user j places

in auction i at BS m, in order to get a portion of the available

transmission time xi,j for a file transfer (Note that we have

assumed a purely time division multiplexed link). The link

user−SP indicates the link provided by access provider who

dominates the market in this area (i.e., the access providers

who provide coverage) and it is to this BS that users should

send a positive bid in order to be served.

We model a file download service, specifically, the down-

load time in a wireless TDMA system with N selfish com-

peting users and m BSs with overlapping coverage areas.

The BSs are assumed to be identical in transmit power,

system bandwidth, minimum received signal to noise ratio

requirement, etc.

The resources that we focus on are downlink transmission

slots. These slots are allocated to different users in order to

share the downlink throughput among them. Allocation of the

resource is done through a proportional fair divisible auction.

We assume that the resource is infinitesimally divisible and

that the cost associated with the file transfer depends on the

total time-duration and the monetary expenditure required for

the complete file download.

Fig. 1. Basic scenario - Illustration of a wireless network architecture with
different percentages of overlap, which represents a system with different
levels of competition

As in [2] [4], we investigate a trade-agent-based model

for the auction bidding process.The trade-agents are entities

located in the BSs, who act selfishly on behalf of their users.

The main objective of each trade-agent is to maximize its

user’s utility (here computed as value for money). The portion

of the transmission time allocated to user j can be expressed
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as follows:

xi,j(s) =
si,j

si,j + Si,−j

∈ [0, 1), (1)

where Si,−j represents the strategies (bids) of all the

opponents’ trade-agents and it is equal to
∑

k 6=j si,k + ǫ

where the reservation price ǫ ∈ [0, ǫmax). The reservation

price is a nonzero price floor below which the resource will

not be sold. Note that by definition the price floor must be

nonzero as if it were zero, then there would be no price floor.

Assuming that the peak data-rate of a single user j on whose

behalf the trade-agent j is acting, remains unchanged during

the entire file transfer and that this applies for all the users,

i.e., Ri,j=Rz,j ∀ i, z, the total demand associated with the

other trade-agents, thus
∑

k 6=j si,k=
∑

k 6=j sz,k ∀ i, z.

Note that z is the last round of the auction. Due to these

assumptions, each trade-agent will place identical bids in all

the auctions.

B. Resource Allocation Mechanism - Proportionally Fair

Divisible Auction

As described in the previous section, the total transmission

time is divided via employing a proportional fair divisible

auction . In a proportional share allocation scheme each user is

characterized by a parameter that expresses the relative share

or amount of the resource that it should receive. Hereafter,

the bid that the user submits to the BS is used to express the

user’s share. In this work a dynamic system has been modeled

in which users are assumed to dynamically join and leave

the competition (game). Therefore, the portion of the resource

depends on both the number of users that enter the game and

the level of competition at different times. On light of this,

this mechanism allows flexibility, since the users can decide

when to join or leave the competition, and ensures fairness,

which follows from the fact that the users always get a share

of the resource proportionally to their bids (as expressed in

Equation 1).

The auction process is held by an auctioneer located in the

BS (thus since the users’ trade-agents are also allocated in the

BS all the communication between the trade-agents and the

auctioneer is strictly local to the BS). This concept was intro-

duced in [9] and analyzed later in competitive environments

for networks with fully overlapping coverage in [2], [4]. We

examine the case where the file transfer requires z auctions to

complete, i.e., i = {1, ..., z} (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 illustrates the auction procedure associated with a

file transfer [4]. In this example trade-agent j initiates a file

transfer in auction 1.

Since, at the beginning of each allocation cycle, an interrupt

is generated in the system, too short a cycle may cause a large

overhead in the system, in the long run (i.e., in Operating

Systems each allocation cycle is in the order of milliseconds).

Fig. 2. Illustration of auction procedure associated with a file transfer

On the other hand, a cycle of too long duration (i.e., cycles of

one minute) may induce a large delay for the file download,

thus, a degradation in the user QoS.

In our analysis, we assume that each auction is carried

out every one second [2], [4]. This means that each auction

determines the allocation of resources for the time after the

conclusion of the auction and that a new auction starts every

second. Note that the auction can proceed in parallel with

the usage of the link resources for downloading, but this

usage is according to the resource allocation determined by

the last auction. For simplicity of the analysis, we neglected

the overhead that can occur in a real system application.

In a proportional fair resource allocation mechanism, a user

knows exactly how much it has to “pay” over any interval

of time while this is active, considering that they choose how

much they will bid for the resource. The user cannot, however,

predict how much service time it will actually receive. This is

because the fraction of the resource, and therefore the service

time the user will receive, may change at any time depending

on the level of competition for the resource [10].

In each auction, user j is allocated a portion xi,j of the total

available transmission time during each auction TA (where

TA = 1 second), and depending on its peak data-rate Ri,j the

agent will be able to transfer a total of xi,jRi,jTA bits. After

participating in z auctions the file transfer is completed and

the trade-agent j awaits for a new request from its user to

enter the competition again.

C. User Demand Model

A demand function that consists of files with an expected

size q in Megabits is considered. Each file arrives to the system

of BSs according to a Poisson process characterized by an

intensity, λ.

D0 represents the potentially offered load, which can be

defined as D0=qλ, and it is assumed that the aggregate

demand is perfectly known for all BSs [2].

III. USER GAME - UTILITY MAXIMIZATION

We focus in finding the Nash Equilibrium Point (NEP) for

the reservation price of the resource, ǫ, considering the two
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games (competition among users for resources and among

BSs for users) in the competition area for different levels of

coverage overlap. This NEP is related to the Best Response

from the trade-agents (acting on behalf of the users). In the

monopolist area (non-overlapping coverage) only competition

among users is observed.

By obtaining the NEP we are able to analyze the BS’s

expected revenue with different levels of competition. These

results enable us to predict the users’ performance (in terms

of throughput and monetary expenditure per transferred file).

The users compete against each other for resources - while

trying to maximize their utility function in order to transfer

a file. This game is expressed later in Equation (2). For our

analysis, we assume that the file size is finite (and identical),

q = 1 Megabyte.

ϕ(s−j) = argmax
sj

Ui,j(sj , S−j) (2)

∀ j ∈ {1, ..., N},m ∈ {1, 2}.

In the above equation Ui,j(sj , s−j) is related to the

throughput, xi,jRi,j , associated with user j and is defined as:

Ui,j =

2
∑

m=1

max

[

0, xi,jR
m
i,j − smi,j

]

. (3)

Deriving the first order solution (i.e., as a linear equation)

of Equation (3) with respect to smi,j we can obtain the best

response (BR), which describes how trade-agent j should

react to the strategies (optimal bid that the trade-agent should

submit the BSs) of all the other trade-agents in order to

maximize its user’s utility. This would be expressed as follows:

smi,j =

√

Rm
i,j(

∑

k 6=j

smi,k + ǫm)−
∑

k 6=j

smi,k + ǫm. (4)

Since the peak transfer rate for all of the users is the same

over all auctions, and they all have to transfer the same size

file, then giving each user the whole channel (i.e., all of the

time slots) enables this user to complete and leave the system,

hence leaving all of the remaining resources for the remaining

users.

The monetary expenditure, Em, incurred by user j is given

by the summation of the bids submitted in all the auctions,

zj , required to download the file, as indicated in:

Em
j =

zj
∑

i=1

smi,j (5)

IV. BASE STATION STRATEGY-REVENUE MAXIMIZATION

A. Open Access Market-Competing BSs

This game take place among BSs, who selfishly, try to

maximize their own expected revenue per second, as defined

in Equation (6).

φm(ǫ−m) = argmax
ǫm

Φ(ǫm, ǫ−m), (6)

where φm(ǫ−m) represents the best response (BR) function
associated with BS m. Equation (7) describes the NEP, which

is the solution to the competitive game among BSs.

ǫ∗m = φm(ǫ
∗
−m) ∀m ∈M. (7)

The stability and uniqueness of the NEP for the games have

been calculated through successive iterations (negotiation)

between the BSs and users via mean of simulation. It has

been proved that symmetric wireless systems with proportional

share resource allocation mechanism converge to the NEP

reaching the nearest optimal performance [2]–[4], [6], [12].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The requests of the files to be downloaded by the users

arrive according to a Poisson process and the resources are

allocated once per second based on the NEP. In this work we

characterize the user’s performance (QoS) by using the average

user throughput and monetary expenditure per Megabyte. The

BSs’ performance is quantified by the average revenue per

second. The pathloss has been modeled as expressed bellow:

L(d) = 35.3 + 38 log10 (d) in units of dB, (8)

where d denotes the distance between the BS and the

mobile terminal. In our experiment we have neglected shadow

fading and modeled interference as coming from constantly

transmitting BSs. As in [2], we use a truncated version of the

Shannon bound that has been adjusted to include efficiency

losses, leading to the peak data-rate:

Ri,j = min

(

W log2

(

1 +
Γi,j

2

)

, Rmax

)

, (9)

where W = 3.84 MHz is the channel bandwidth, Γi,j

represents the signal to interference and noise ratio and Rmax

denotes the maximum bit-rate that can be achieve by the user.

A. Simulation Settings

Extensive simulations in MATLAB were carried out

with a granularity of one second (auction cycle) for two

wireless access providers. Table. I summarizes the simulation

parameters that were used. These values have been taking

from the prior analysis introduced in [2].
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TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS VALUES

Parameters - with units in square brackets Value

BS Transmit Power (P ) [W] 20
Users distribution Uniform
Cell Radius [meters] 440
Number of Competing BSs (M ) 2
File size (q) [Megabyte] 1
Maximum bite-rate (Rmax) [Mbit/s] 7

B. Simulation Results

Figure 3 shows the BR function for the non-cooperative

game under different levels of competition where there, in

average, 0.4 packets/BS/s enter the system. In this figure A

represents the percentage of overlap of the two wireless access

networks coverage.
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Fig. 3. Average revenue per BS as a function of the reservation price, ǫ.

Based on the results in Figure 3 we observe that there exist

at least one NEP in the system.

1. User Performance The experienced users’ QoS in terms of

throughput and average price per transferred file as a function

of the potentially offered load, D0, is shown in Figure 4.

These depend on the load demand density and are affected

by the level of competition introduced with the coverage

overlap between networks (representing different levels of

competition).

It can be observed that for low load demand, the throughput

experienced by users degrades considerably as the level of

competition increases. This is due to the fact that the fraction

of the resource that each user gets decreases as more users

fall in the competition area (in the overlapping coverage).

When the load density increases (2.4 Megabits/second and

higher, from λ=0.3 files/s) the throughput degradation is

slightly smaller leading to less negative impact on the user’s

experienced QoS, compared to fully overlapping coverage.
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arrival rate λ).

Figure 5 shows the average price per transferred Megabyte

experienced by users. We observe that an architecture where

BSs compete and share their resources implicitly, combined

with autonomous trade-agents acting on behalf of the users,

has the potential to reduce price. For networks with low

demand density the average price per transferred Megabyte

is affected (small increment) in a low scale.
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Fig. 5. Average price, p, per transferred Megabyte of data for different levels
of overlapping coverage as a function of the potentially offered load, D0, (file
arrival rate λ).

As illustrated in Figure 5, the resulting user’s monetary

expenditure per Megabyte increases rapidly as a function of

the potentially offered load, D0, and on a slightly basis as the

level of overlap (competition) is reduced.

2. Base Station’s Revenue; The average revenue associated with

the BS game for different levels of coverage overlap can be ob-

served in Figure 6. As the overlapping area by the two wireless

networks increases so does the level of competition and more
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users experience an open access market. The reservation price

for the resource decreases as a consequence of the competition

leading to lower BS’s revenue.
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Figures 4 and 5 show that the experienced user’s QoS is

affected for low demand density. However, we can notice

that for load density higher than 3.2 Megabits/second (λ=0.4

files/s) the degradation is slightly smaller leading to less

impact on the user’s experienced QoS and providing a great

gain (more than 50%) in the BS’s revenue.

Generally, our results indicate that both users and access

providers can benefit when a suitable overlap coverage by

two networks is achieved. According to our results a proper

percentage of overlap might be approximately 35% based on

the interest or objective function of all the involved parties.

We investigated the behavior of the system by considering

only two wireless networks in order to get insight on to

which extent competition can be beneficial for both providers

and users.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed a competitive sharing scheme

(“coopetition”) where two access providers provide partially

overlapping coverage in a competitive fashion as an option to

maximize their revenue. We study how the balance between

areas of exclusive coverage and overlap areas with provider

competition affects the profitability of the access providers.

Access providers with symmetric wireless networks that

overlap partially in coverage compete with each other by

selecting a reservation price. It has been shown that, under

our assumptions, the system converges to a unique Nash

equilibrium point. Results indicate that the fraction of coverage

overlap does play an important role for both the performance

of the system and the profitability of the access providers.

We observe that as the level of overlap increases the revenue

that each base station decreases significantly. In addition,

the user’s experienced throughput degrades considerably

for low demand density meanwhile the cost per transferred

Megabyte is affected in a low scale. Further, we conclude that

a win-win situation for both users and access providers can

be achieved with a suitable coverage overlap by two networks.
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Abstract�In order to maximize the network pro�t competitive
service providers shall utilize their resources ef�ciently and price
their services taking into account the demand responsiveness
in the market. Pricing strategies play an important role in
the network performance since they explicitly in�uence the
user demand. Demand uncertainty would cause providers to
face lower pro�ts. In this paper, we analyze the price-demand
relationship and based on that, we study a competitive pricing
game and address an open wireless access market (with different
market shares) where service providers� objective is to maximize
their pro�ts. The resources are allocated among the users through
a proportionally fair divisible auction mechanism. Simulation
results show that a resource allocation model, which attracts users
to actively participate in the auction, assures fair access while
maintaining service providers� pro�t by adapting the pricing
policy with a change in the user demand. Our analysis reveals
that the service providers can establish a competitive price of the
resources, while capturing a reasonable portion of market share.
Under this setting, service providers could learn and predict
which pricing policy is bene�cial in a competitive environment.

Index Terms�Wireless access markets; coverage overlap; com-
petition; resource allocation; nonuniform distribution

I. INTRODUCTION

Current developments in mobile phone industry are aiming

to meet the user requirements and to facilitate opportunities for

service providers to increase their pro�ts. With the introduction

of these new technologies (e.g., smart phones), which are

capable of accessing different radio access technologies [1],

[2], the booming of the wireless open market is more likely

to happen.

High data rate services at a relatively low cost are guar-

anteed with a growing mobile broadband penetration, while

uncertainty in service providers pro�t still remains (see illus-

tration of this problem in Figure 1). Within wireless com-

munication industry, pro�t maximization consists of complex

and integrated processes. Apparently, the provided services

should generate enough pro�t to exceed investment costs as a

respond to a change in the user demand, however this is not

the case. Nevertheless, pro�t maximization could be achieved

when the service provider reaches a high resource utilization

at a pro�table price charged to the user.

In a real world, the usage of mobile data services varies,

and the reasons why this happens depend on any country�s

economic development, urbanization rate, demographical

and other aspects. It is quite obvious to conclude that all

over the world a variety in mobile data services offered is

mostly motivated by different user demands in different areas.

Revenue

Traffic 

Costs

Voice Dominant

Data Dominant

Time

The Revenue Gap

Fig. 1. The decoupling of the generated data traf�c by wireless users and
the revenue perceived by service providers is addressed, nowadays, as the
problem of the revenue gap.

Aiming to get insight on the system performance in more

realistic scenarios, in this paper, we model a nonuniform

distribution of the users across the service area.

A. Related Work

The prominent changes in the wireless telecommunication

market are presented in [3], where the authors gave an

overview of evolution in an open wireless market. In our work,

some implications can be found within a line of the �state of

the art� of [3].

In [4], the authors developed a framework to study a

demand-responsive pricing in context, where access points

(APs) with fully overlapping coverage compete for users.

Available spectrum are partitioned through a proportional fair

divisible auction. Their results showed that in scenarios where

access providers (APs) compete in an open access market

the system performance is better, compared to a case where

APs cooperate. In this paper, we follow their auction model

and study a competitive pricing strategy with changes in user

demand.

In our previous work [5], the focus was on how the

service providers (SPs) should deploy their networks, striving

a balance between areas of exclusive coverage, where each

SP has a monopoly situation, and overlap areas with provider

competition, aiming to achieve maximal pro�tability. The

users were assumed to be uniformly distributed across the area
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of interest. How the level of competition (level of overlap

between two networks) affects the system performance in

terms of users QoS and SP revenue was analyzed.

A competitive spectrum allocation mechanism in wireless

networks with heterogeneous coverage was addressed in

[6]. The authors investigated whether or not it is pro�table

for a small SP to deploy its network and compete against

another SP who provides a wide service area. Unlike their

work, we are interested in an equal service coverage access

setting amongst competing SPs assuming a nonuniform user

distribution and a variation in market share, so that there is

no market power for service providers.

B. Problem De�nition

We, basically, study a scenario where a wireless access market

is shared between two different SPs, which own their net-

works. N competing users who are nonuniformly distributed

within the coverage area. The scenario of interest is shown in

Figure 2. The networks are deployed with areas of exclusive

coverage (monopoly situation) and partially overlapping area

(competition for users). We are interested to answer the

following research question:

• Which pricing strategy should the SPs implement in order

to maximize their pro�ts in a competitive environment

with a heterogeneous demand and under different market

shares?

In the following (Section II), a description of the network

settings, the resource allocation mechanism and the utility

function used to evaluate the user�s and BSs� performance

can be found. In Section III, we describe the wireless access

market experienced by the users based on their location and

the pricing strategy. The performance evaluation based on

simulation analysis is addressed in Section IV. Concluding

remarks are presented in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We analyze a scenario where two wireless networks are

deployed in a densely populated area with nonuniformly

distributed users. Considering that a uniform user distribution

leads to lower multi-user interference and consequently higher

system capacity (hence these models can lead to overestima-

tion of system capacity), we have modeled the user population

with a Gaussian distribution to approximate our model to

real scenarios. The probability density function of the users�

distribution a can be expressed as below:

f(x) =
1√

2 · πσ
· e

−(l−µ)2

2σ2 , (1)

where µ is the mean (location of the peak of the demand),

σ2 is the variance (the measure of the width of the distribution)

for the user position l within the system area [0 - L] where

L = 3 ∗R. Here R is the cell radius de�ned in Table I.

We assume an interference-free system and that the two

networks, belonging to different SPs, overlap partially in

coverage. We focus on communication in the downlink

direction, e.g., from the base stations (BSs) to the mobiles.

A. Wireless Access Market - Model

The users experience two location-based wireless markets:

monopoly access market and open access market as illustrated

in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Network deployment scenario - where σ represents different market
shares between the two competing wireless access networks.

The monopoly market is observed while users are located

in the non-overlapping areas, since there is only one BS

providing access to its network. When the users are within the

overlapping coverage by the two networks, they experience an

open access market. A competitive game takes place among

the BSs, who sel�shly, try to maximize their own expected

pro�t per second, as de�ned in Equation (7).

The users are able to pick the BS that offers the highest peak

data-rate at the lowest price (highest estimated utility). Each

BS broadcasts its reservation price among the users located

within its coverage area. Note, that a price differentiation is

used by the BSs, meaning that the users in the monopoly

coverage area might experience higher costs in the absence of

any competition. The algorithm for the competition between

BSs and the user decision-making process used in our system

model is represented in Figure 3.

As explained in [5], we model a �le download in a TDMA

system and apply a trade-agent based mechanism for the

bidding process. The trade-agents, who are entities located in

the BSs, act on behalf of the users and their objective is to

maximize their users� utilities during the �le transfer. User j

competes against others for resources (transmission time), xi,j ,

during each auction round i. In order to be able to download

a �le of size q, the trade-agent j should submit a positive bid

to a SP.

Considering that pro�t-seeking service providers may chose

only the better users (i.e., those users that generate the max-

imum pro�t) and denied the transactions from all the others,
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Fig. 3. SPs competition, demand split and users competition

a mechanism that allows the users to actively participate in

the decision-making process is needed. From the user�s point

of view - in order to assure fairness among the users - we

have used the proportionally fair auction mechanism for the

recourse allocate process (this method is explained in detail

in [5]) and based on their bids users will get a portion of

transmission time de�ned by Equation (2) in the following:

xi,j(s) =
si,j

si,j +
∑

k 6=j si,k + ǫ
∈ [0, 1), (2)

where
∑

k 6=j si,k represents the strategies (bids) of all the

opponents� trade-agents k and ǫ is the reservation price or the

price of the resource established by each SP, ǫ ∈ [ǫmin, ǫmax).

ǫmin is a nonzero price  oor below which the resource will

not be sold. Note that this price  oor is a representation of

the �xed cost incurred by the SP, ǫmin = Cost. For this study

we have assumed a �xed cost ǫmin = 2, which has been

previously considered in [7].

Assuming that the peak data-rate of a single user j from

a trade-agent j, remains unchanged during the entire �le

transfer and that this applies for all the users, i.e. Ri,j=Rz,j

for ∀ i, z. The total demand associated with the other

trade-agents, thus
∑

k 6=j si,k=
∑

k 6=j sz,k ∀ i, z. Note that z

is the last round of the auction. Due to these assumptions,

each trade-agent will place identical bids in all the auctions.

B. User Model

1) Utility Function: In this analysis, we assume that a user

picks the BS that provides the highest estimated utility and it is

given the choice to not enter the system if the price established

by the BS is too high. The user maximization problem is

introduced in Equation (3).

maximize Ûm
i,j(R

m
j , ǫm) (3)

∀j ∈ {1, ..., N},m ∈ {1, 2},

where Ûm
i,j is the user�s estimated utility which is used as the

decision-taking parameter de�ned as bellow:

Ûm
i,j =

Rm
i,j

ǫm
. (4)

Here Rm
i,j is the peak data-rate that the user experiences

based on its location and ǫm is the reservation price

broadcasted by the BSs.

2) Acceptance Probability: Let us de�ne x1 as the coverage

of BS1 and x2 as that of BS2. Then, it is clear that user

j located at x1 ∩ x2, (see Figure 4) will therefore prefer,

initially, BS1 if and only if Û1
i,j > Û2

i,j during auction 1.

Fig. 4. Base stations location - linear geographical region

Once the user has decided which BS provides the best

service, its satisfaction and so the wiliness to pay for the

offered service can be measured with an acceptance probability

de�ned as follows:

Am
i,j = 1− e−c(Ûm

i,j)
µ(smi,j)

ζ

, (5)

where the c, µ and ζ are appropriate positive constants, and

smi,j represents the price that the user pays during each auction

cycle, and it is equivalent to the bid that this user submits to

the BS, (see Equation 2). This acceptance probability model

is a modi�ed version of the one used in [6]�[8]. After the

�rst stage (auction 1), if the user starts transmitting, it should

remain connected to this base station until the �le transfer is

completed.
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C. Base Stations BSs - Profit Maximization

The BS’s interest, instead, is to maximization its profit by

serving as many users as possible. In order to formulate the

problem we define the variable ami,j ∈ {1,0} such that ami,j = 1
if user j chooses SPm and ami,j = 0 otherwise.

One constraint that should be considered is that for any user

j a maximum of one SP should be assigned (as defined in

Equation 6).

2
∑

m

ami,j ≤ 1 (6)

The demand-based profit maximization problem for the BSs

is formulated by maximizing the sum of all submitted bids by

users that accept to enter the game in each auction cycle j and

is defined as follow:

maximize

N
∑

j=1

(

smi,j .A
m
i,j

)

. (7)

The summation of all the users that choose BS m formes

the generated demand which accepts the service with a

probability Am
i,j .

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The user acceptance probability, the monetary expenditure per

transferred Megabyte, the average user throughput and the

average BS profit, as a function of the resource price have

been used to measure the system performance. We model the

pathloss as expressed bellow:

L(d) = 35.3 + 38 log10 (d) in units of dB, (8)

where d denotes the distance between the BS and the mo-

bile terminal. In our experiment we have neglected shadow

fading and modeled interference as coming from constantly

transmitting BSs. As in [4], we use a truncated version of the

Shannon bound that has been adjusted to include efficiency

losses, leading to the peak data-rate:

Ri,j = min

(

W log2

(

1 +
Γi,j

2

)

, Rmax

)

, (9)

where W = 3.84 MHz is the channel bandwidth, Γi,j

represents the signal to interference and noise ratio and Rmax

denotes the maximum bit-rate that can be achieve by the user.

A. Simulation Settings

Extensive simulations were carried out with a granularity of

one second (auction cycle) for two wireless access providers.

Table. I summarizes the simulation parameters that were used.

These values have been taken as a reference from the prior

analysis introduced in [4], [5]. We have generated the users

locations (nonuniformly distributed across the area of interest)

by using a Gaussian distribution.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS VALUES

Parameters - with units in square brackets Value

BS transmit power (P ) [W] 20
Users distribution Gaussian
Cell radius [meters] 440
Number of competing BSs (M ) 2
File size (q) [Megabyte] 1
Maximum bite-rate (Rmax) [Mbit/s] 7
Number of users (N ) 50

B. Simulation Results

The system is analyzed under different levels of market share

(inversely proportional to σ = 100, 200, 400).

1) Base Station’s Profit: Figures 5 and 6 show the average

profit per BS for σ = 100 and σ = 400. These results show

that there is a max-min behavior on the generated profit.

For certain price values, only one BS is able to maximize

the utility of its network meanwhile the other BS gets the

minimum possible. When both BSs applied the same price

to the resource, an equilibrium point in profit is observed.

When one decides to deviate from that point the opponent

BS maximizes its profit and the one that deviates obtain the

minimum possible value.
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Fig. 5. Average profit per BS per second in the System based on a demand-
responsive pricing mechanism with market share, σ = 100. A case under
“highly competitive” regime.

Figure 7 shows the average profit per BSs when both

broadcast the same reservation price, ǫ1 = ǫ2. It can be

observed that both BSs obtain the same profit and that higher

profit values may be generated under lower market share.

2) User Performance: Since the users are given the choice

to not enter the system if the reservation price of the resource is

too high, we show in Figure 8 how they respond to the price

established by the BSs. We demonstrate that with a higher

level of market share (small σ) the users accept the service

with high probability when the reservation price is relatively

low. For high price values the users become more sensitive
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Fig. 6. Average pro�t per BS per second in the System based on a demand-
responsive pricing mechanism with market share, σ = 400. A case under
�less competitive� regime.

Figure 7 shows the average pro�t per BSs when both

broadcast the same reservation price, ǫ1 = ǫ2. It can be

observed that both BSs obtain the same pro�t and that higher

pro�t values may be generated under lower market share.
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2) User Performance: Since the users are given the choice

to not enter the system if the reservation price of the resource is

too high, we show in Figure 8 how they respond to the price

established by the BSs. We demonstrate that with a higher

level of market share (small σ) the users accept the service

with high probability when the reservation price is relatively

low. For high price values the users become more sensitive

and the probability of accepting the service drops drastically.

Figures 9 and 10 show the quality of service, QoS, experi-

enced by users in terms of average throughput per second and

monetary expenditure per transferred Megabyte.

We observed that for high level of market share, σ = 100,

(e.g., when almost all the users fall in the competition area),
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Fig. 8. The user responsiveness in the system, denoted by Acceptance
Probability as a function of the reservation price during each auction cycle.
We observe how the probability that the user accepts the service from a SP
varies under different market shares, σ.
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system as a function of the game among BSs, the selection of reservation
price for the resources.

the users get the lowest throughput (see Figure 9). This fact can

be explained considering that when the broadcasted reservation

price is low, all competing users want to transmit and submit

a positive bid. Since fairness is guaranteed, all of them will

get a small portion of transmission time. This is due to the

knowledge that the time slot is divided among all competing

users, the more users actively bid for the resource the shorter

time and lower throughput they get.

Figure 10, on the other hand, illustrates as expected,

that competition makes prices go down, but this does not,

necessarily, mean that it is optimal for the user performance.

The shorter transmission time a user gets the longer it takes

to download a �le. The waiting time accumulates and the user

might withdraw its bid in a auction, this negative consequence

is, however, out of the scope of this work.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we studied a demand-based pro�t

maximization strategy where a competitive pricing game has

been used. An open wireless access market (with different

size of market share) has been addressed, where two given

networks overlap in service areas. The service providers�

objective is to maximize their pro�ts, meanwhile the users,

sel�shly, maximize their own utilities (higher data-rate

at lower cost). Attained simulation results show that the

competing service providers tend to aggressively drop the

service price to capture a larger number of users in the highly

populated area, while user throughput dramatically fails with

a growth in service transactions (congested system). Our

analysis reveals that the SPs may retain the demand and

hence increase their pro�ts by establishing a reservation price

close to a market-oriented one. We believe that the SPs could

learn and further adapt which pricing settings are viable in

order to be competitive and sustainable in an open wireless

access market. Under our assumptions and based on these

observations we conclude that the optimal size of market

share could be gained based on the behavior of the user

demand and be bene�cial for both users and SPs.

Further extensions of this work would be to devise some

pricing schemes, or to study how SPs price their services

under a cooperative scenario. Additionally, pricing games

evaluated in scenarios with an interference-limited system

would be interesting and worth to investigate.
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Abstract—The case of a competitive wireless access market
operated by an Incumbent service provider (SP) and an entrant
SP (which hereinafter interchangeably refers to a Newcomer
SP) is analyzed in this paper. Clearly, when a Newcomer
service provider gets into the wireless market this will have
to compete against the market rules of the Incumbent SP and
implement optimum schemes to break through the marketplace.
Motivated by this, and due to a possible variety of scenarios and
dimensions on this problem, in this paper we investigate access-
point location as a competitive game amongst different SPs. We
aim to study a simple competitive network deployment strategy
that provides insight for real scenarios and thus contribute to
improve future network deployment models for profit-seeking
SPs. We assume that an Entrant SP is willing to deploy a wireless
network (i.e., hot-spot) aiming to be competitive in a market
that is monopolized by an existing network operator. An open
wireless access market is observed when both networks overlap in
coverage. Through simulation analysis we intend to understand
the behavior of the system in terms of profit generated for
the Entrant SP and establish whether or not it is suitable to
deploy a network and if so, where it should be. On the other
hand, it is also interesting to observe how this new competitive
environment affects the profitability of the Incumbent SP and
what is the impact of this new setting on the users satisfaction.
Our results indicate that an Entrant’s profitability depends on

the Incumbent’s strategies and location as well as on the behavior
of the demand.

Index Terms—APs location; competitive game; wireless access
markets; Incumbent SP; Newcomer SP; nonuniform distribution

I. INTRODUCTION

Based on the growing demand for wireless communication

services, in the near future, it is likely that heterogeneous

wireless access networks will coexist and provide different

services either in a competitive or cooperative manner. Based

on their technologies, these networks may differ in offered

QoS, price and coverage area. These new features will allow

the user to get connected to the best access network at any

time [1]. On light of this, it is highly important to analyze what

are the issues that a Newcomer operator (hereinafter operator

refers to a service provider, SP) should focus on when getting

into the wireless market. Research studies, [2]–[4], indicate

that during the planning process of a network deployment there

are, mainly, three important aspects to be considered:

• a reliable prediction of radio wave propagation,

• the behavior of the traffic demand, and

• a model for configuration and positioning of base station

that ensures that most of the demand is captured while

at the same time mitigates interference.

In this work, we investigate a deployment strategy based on

competitive access-points (APs) location game with heteroge-

neous demand. By varying the behavior of the demand we

model different market shares and study the performance of the

system. We investigate coopetition schemes among SPs, where

the SPs cooperate when deploying their networks (avoiding

full overlap, i.e., aiming less competition for users) but at the

same time competition for users in the overlapping areas is

addressed. This motivated due to the difficulty of addressing

cooperation as a business model among profit-seeking service

providers. Based on this, network deployment strategies that

consider these issues should be devised.

A. Previous Work

Most of the earlier contributions on network deployment

strategies are concentrated on cooperative environments where

multiple coverage in the same area (overlap) is avoided as

possible. These studies have been developed considering that

all the deployed base stations (BSs) belong, more likely, to the

same SP [2] and offer, mainly, voice services. This current

market structure in the mobile area is called (monopoly), a

market with no competitors, where the incumbent SP has

captured an important share of the market.

In [5] a game theoretic approach is used to analyze the

problem of determining locations of base stations (belonging

either to the same or to competing SPs), taking into account

the impact of these decisions on the behavior of intelligent

mobile terminals who can connect to the base station that

offers the best utility. Assuming an uniform user distribution

across the area of interest and through Stackelberg equilibrium

in the combined BS location and mobile association prob-

lem the authors determined where to locate the BSs so as

to maximize the their utilities (aggregate throughput of the

mobile associated with it). Also in [6], the authors address

the problem of optimum BSs placement taking into account

the fairness criterion like global, proportional, harmonic and

max-min fairness. Unlike the two previous works, we focus

on the economic analysis (the impact on the SPs profitability)

of competitive APs location game among different SPs con-

sidering a nonuniform user distribution in the area of interest.

In our previous work [7], we have investigated how the SPs

should deploy their networks, striking a balance between areas

of exclusive coverage, where each provider has a monopoly

situation, and overlap areas with provider competition, to

achieve maximal profitability. Users were assumed to be
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uniformly distributed across the service area. We analyzed

how the level of competition (level of overlap between two

networks) affects the system performance in terms of users

QoS and SP revenue.

B. Problem Definition

Envisioning that users expectations will be realized through

service offerings that not only include traditional voice

services but also video-on-demand, TV service, Internet

access, and others, multiple wireless access technologies will

coexist and be integrated in a seamless manner in the future

[8]. Clearly, Newcomer SPs entering the wireless market will

have to compete against the market rules of the Incumbent

wireless SPs, and should implement optimum schemes to

break through the marketplace. Motivated by this, in this

paper we investigate AP placement as a competitive game.

We aim to study a simple network deployment strategy that

provides insight for real scenarios and thus contribute to

improve future network deployment models of profit-seeking

service providers. More specifically, through simulation

analysis we intend to investigate the following research

statement:

• Establishing, whether or not, it is suitable for the

Newcomer SP to deploy a network in a duopoly market

according to the location of an Incumbent SP, and if so,

where it should be.

Basically, we aim to understand the behavior of the system

in terms of profit generated for the Newcomer SP. Further-

more, it is also interesting to observe how this new competitive

environment affects the profitability of the Incumbent SP and

what is the impact of this new setting in the users’ satisfaction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

addresses the system model, user objective and APs maxi-

mization problem. In Section III, the performance evaluation

and simulation results are explained and Section IV contains

concluding remarks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We analyze a scenario where two wireless networks, like

“hotspots”, are deployed in a densely populated area with

N nonuniformly distributed competing users. We model the

user population with a Gaussian distribution and its probability

density can be expressed as below:

f(l) =
1√

2 · πσ
· e

−(l−µ)2

2σ2 , (1)

where µ is the mean (location of the peak of the demand), σ2

is the variance (the measure of the width of the distribution)

for the user position l within the system area [0 - L]. Here,

L represents the maximum longitude of the area of interest in

our analysis.

Since the the objective is to determine the profitability of the

Newcomer SP and the optimal location of its AP, we model

the system as a competitive game varying the Newcomer

AP’s position across the coverage area. An open wireless

access market is addressed when the two networks overlap

in coverage. We focus on communication in the downlink

direction, i.e., from the APs to the mobiles. The APs and the

mobile users are deployed within the area of interest. The basic

scenario under consideration is illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a problem that the Newcomer SP faces when getting
into the wireless market.

A. Wireless Access Market - Model

The users experience two location-based wireless markets:

monopolistic access market and open access market [7].

The monopoly market is observed while users are located

in the nonoverlapping areas, since there is only one AP

providing access to its network. When the users are within the

overlapping coverage by the two networks, they experience an

open access market. A competitive game takes place among

the APs, who selfishly, try to maximize their own expected

profit per second (this is defined later on this paper by Equation

(7)).
The users are able to pick the AP that offers the highest peak

data-rate at the lowest price (highest estimated utility). Each

AP broadcasts its reservation price among the users located

within its coverage area. Note that a price differentiation is

used by the APs, meaning that the users in the monopoly

coverage area might experience higher costs in the absence of

any competition.

The two market shares, represented by (µ1, σ1) and (µ2, σ2)
respectively, and assuming a fixed location for the Incumbent

the main objective is to observe the Newcomer’s profit in both

cases when the Incumbent is properly located according to the

demand and when it is not.

As explained in [7], we model a file download in a TDMA

system and apply a trade-agent based mechanism for the

bidding process. The trade-agents, who are entities located in

the APs, act on behalf of the users and their objective is to

maximize their users’ utilities during the file transfer. User j

competes against others for resources (transmission time), xi,j ,

during each auction round i. In order to be able to download

a file of size q, the trade-agent j should submit a positive bid

to an AP.

Resources are allocated using a proportional fair auction

mechanism (details on this method can be found in [7]) and
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based on their bids the users will get a portion of transmission

time, which is defined by Equation (2) in the following:

xi,j(s) =
si,j

si,j +
∑

k 6=j si,k + ǫ
∈ [0, 1), (2)

where
∑

k 6=j si,k represents the strategies (bids) of all the

opponents’ trade-agents k and ǫ is the reservation price or the

price of the resource established by each SP, ǫ ∈ [ǫmin, ǫmax).

ǫmin is a nonzero price floor below which the resource will

not be sold. Note that this price floor is a representation of

the fixed cost incurred by the SP, ǫmin = Cost. For this study

we have assumed a fixed cost ǫmin = 2, which has been

previously considered in [9].

Assuming that the peak data-rate of a single user j from a

trade-agent j, remains unchanged during the entire file transfer

and that this applies for all the users, i.e. Ri,j=Rz,j for ∀ i, z.

The total demand associated with the other trade-agents, thus
∑

k 6=j si,k=
∑

k 6=j sz,k ∀ i, z. Note that z is the last round of

the auction. Due to these assumptions, each trade-agent will

place identical bids in all the auctions.

B. User Model

1) Utility Function: In this analysis, we assume that a user

picks the AP that provides the highest estimated utility and it is

given the choice to not enter the system if the price established

by the AP is too high. The user maximization problem is

introduced in Equation (3).

maximize Ûm
i,j(R

m
j , ǫm) (3)

∀j ∈ {1, ..., N},m ∈ {1, 2},

where Ûm
i,j is the user’s estimated utility which is used as the

decision-taking parameter defined as bellow:

Ûm
i,j =

Rm
i,j

ǫm
. (4)

Here Rm
i,j is the peak data-rate that the user experiences

based on its location and ǫm is the broadcasted price of the

resource by AP m.

2) Acceptance Probability: Let us define l1 as the coverage

of AP1 and l2 as that of AP2. Then, it is clear that user j

located at l1 ∩ l2, (see Figure 2) will therefore prefer, initially,

AP1 if and only if Û1
i,j > Û2

i,j during auction 1.

Fig. 2. Access-points location - Linear Geographical region

Once the user has decided which AP provides the best

service, its satisfaction and so the wiliness to pay for the

offered service can be measured with an acceptance probability

defined as follows:

Am
i,j = 1− e−c(Ûm

i,j)
µ(smi,j)

ζ

, (5)

where the c, µ and ζ are appropriate positive constants, and

smi,j represents the price that the user pays during each auction

cycle, and it is equivalent to the bid that this user submits to

the AP, (see Equation 2). This acceptance probability model

is a modified version of the one used in [9], [10]. After the

first stage (auction 1), if the user starts transmitting, it should

remain connected to this AP until the file transfer is completed.

C. Access-point Profit Maximization

The AP’s interest, instead, is to maximization its profit by

serving as many users as possible. In order to formulate the

problem we define the variable ami,j ∈ {1,0} such that ami,j = 1
if user j chooses AP m and ami,j = 0 otherwise.

One constraint that should be considered is that for any

user j a maximum of one AP should be assigned (as defined

in Equation 6).

2
∑

m

ami,j ≤ 1 (6)

The demand-based profit maximization problem for the APs

is formulated by maximizing the sum of all submitted bids by

users that accept to enter the game in each auction cycle j and

is defined as follow:

maximize

N
∑

j=1

(

smi,j ·A
m
i,j

)

. (7)

The summation of all the users that choose APm formes the

generated demand which accepts the service with a probability

Am
i,j .

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The average profit per AP per second and the user respon-

siveness through an acceptance probability, both as a function

of the Entrant’s location, have been used to measure the system

performance.

The pathloss and the peak data-rate experienced by the users

have been modeled as explained in [7], [11].

A. Simulation Settings

A simulation analysis (Matlab) was carried out with a

granularity of one second (auction cycle) for two wireless

network service providers. Table. I summarizes the simulation

parameters used in our analysis. These values have been

previously considered in the studies described in [7], [12].

B. Simulation Results

For the purpose of simulation analysis, we first define the

suitable resource price for the Entrant SP based on the pricing

that the Incumbent SP has established.

1. AP Profit Maximization
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS VALUES

Parameters - with units in square brackets Value

AP Transmit Power (P ) [W] 20
Users distribution Gaussian
(µ1, σ1) (L1 , 100)
(µ2, σ2) (L2 , 500)
Newcomer’s Location 1, L1 [meters] 0
Newcomer’s Location 2, L2 [meters] 220
Newcomer’s Location 3, L3 [meters] 660
Cell Radius [meters] 440
Number of Competing APs (M ) 2
File size (q) [Megabyte] 1
Maximum bite-rate (Rmax) [Mbit/s] 7

We consider two cases: when the Incumbent has monop-

olized the market establishing a high price for the resource.

The Entrant (Newcomer) SP gets into the market with a lower

price to attract the demand.

A fixed price is assumed for the Incumbent, varying the

reservation price of the Newcomer in order to determine

the exact value that maximizes its profit under our specific

assumptions. We analyze the system’s behavior for different

market shares, which are depicted above in Figure 1. The

optimal price for the Newcomer was calculated only for

σ1 = 100 which presents a highly competitive scenario

(meanwhile, σ2 = 500 corresponds to a less competitive

environment).
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Fig. 3. Optimal price of the Newcomer SP given the resource price of
Incumbent in the wireless access market; Incumbent price ǫ1 = 50, high
price services.

Figure 3 shows that there is a price that maximizes the

Newcomer’s profit, independently of its location, for any

given price established by the Incumbent. However, as already

known, it is observed that the Incumbent is the one directing

the course of the market, by establishing the price of the

services and that the Newcomer should first study the strategies

of its competitor. In this figure, L represents the different

locations for the Newcomer under which the optimal price

was calculated.

Once we have defined the optimal price of the Newcomer SP

given the price of the Incumbent, we carry out the competitive

AP location game to estimate the suitable positioning of the

Newcomer’s AP.
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Figure 4 illustrates that for a highly competitive environ-

ments, which is represented by σ1 = 100 in our study, the

Newcomer has a shorter suitable range to place its AP. As

this moves away from the Incumbent’s AP its profit decreases

leading to the minimum possible value (profit = 0) under

these conditions. This is an expected behavior considering

that when the Newcomer deploys its AP co-located with

the Incumbent, this is able to capture most of the demand

with the strategy of offering cheaper services (in comparison

to the Incumbent’s price) leading to higher profits. For less

competitive settings, σ2 = 500, the suitable deployment range

gets wider but a trade off in the expected profit is observed.

This is due to the fact that the user acceptance probability

drops in the absence of an open market (see Figure 6). We

also clarify that when the Newcomer places its AP co-located

to the Incumbent, and with settings µ1 and σ1, the whole
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demand is in coverage, whereas with settings of µ2 and σ2 a

small portion of the users get in outage stage (out of coverage)

.

In Figure 5 we observe the AP’s expected profit when the

Newcomer enters the wireless market with an equal pricing

strategy (imposing the the same price as the Incumbent). We

have assumed a high price for the service ǫ1 = ǫ2 = 50
considering that the users have been given the choice to not

enter the game if the established prices are too high. With

higher prices, they both obtain higher gains since the users

are still willing to pay the price for good quality services (this

can be observed bellow in Figure 6).

2. User Satisfaction

Figure 6 shows the average user acceptance probability

(based on the experienced QoS) in the system as a function of

the Newcomer’s AP location in the wireless market. Due to

the competition the users get better services at lower prices,

hence their satisfaction grows. When the Newcomer moves its

AP away from the Incumbent the users experience monopoly

prices (e.g., the Incumbent price, which is represented by a

higher price) and their reaction is to withdraw the system (we

observe how the probability of accepted services decreases).
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Fig. 6. Average user acceptance probability, “user preference”, in the system
as a function of the newcomer AP location.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated a location game among com-

peting access-points aiming to get insight from an economic

perspective on network deployment strategy for real scenarios.

Specifically, we have analyzed whether or not it is suitable

for a Newcomer to deploy a network considering the location

of the Incumbent and if so, where it should be. Based on

our simulation results we may conclude that a prior analysis

based on the strategies implied by the Incumbent SP should

be implemented by the Newcomer, before entering the market.

We observe that there exist a price equilibrium that maximizes

the Newcomer’s profit independently of its location. When the

Incumbent is properly located according to the demand and

both SPs have the same service price, then there exist less

possibilities for an Entrant to be self-sustained in the wireless

market. However, decreasing the service price seems to be

a good strategy to attract the demand, but considering real

scenarios, an Incumbent will also decrease its price and this

may end up in a price war leading to a negative impact in

their profitability. On the other hand, when the Incumbent is

not properly located, the case of (µ2, σ2), the Entrant is more
like to succeed.
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